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M ARY’S
IN SA N IT Y
By Louise Jackson Strong
i ; ' opyright, 1906, by McClure, PhUltpa it Co.
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I ■ — —=-----------------

. “Well, Molly!” Mrs. Briggs kissed
her daughter again tenderly. “I’m glad
to get you back. It was unreasonable
In your Uncle Page to keep you for
months. I’ll never spare you so long
again.”
“That Isn’t the only thing Uncle Page
Is unreasonable about,” Mary replied,
following her mother to the buggy.
Mrs. Briggs said nothing more until
they were Jogging along the pleasant
road. Then she turned with a doubt
ful smile. “We may as well have It
out and done with, Molly. Of course I
know you mean that your uncle is un
reasonable about that schoolteacher,
but he’s a good judge of men.”
“He is too prejudiced to Judge fair
ly,” Mary declared. “And he prejudic
ed you against Allen too. If you only
waited until you had become acquaint
ed with him, mother”—
' “I would never consent to your mar
rying a mere schoolteacher 1” Mrs.
Briggs broke in.
“Allen hasn’t taken It up as a life
profession,” Mary hastened to explain.
“Time he’s pottered around at coun
try school teaching a few years he’ll be
spoiled for anything else,” Mrs. Briggs
asserted, “and I can’t have you tied to
that kind of a man, dear.”
Mary was silent, and her mother
scrutinized her face, finding it thinner
than It should be and pale, now the ex
citement of their meeting bad passed.
That made her anxious.
“You can’t really have cared for
him, Molly, so as to make you unhap
py! You had never seen him until you
went up there, and your father and I
were two years, off and on, making up
our minds.”
"I think it is different with some,”
Mary said shyly, her cheeks pinking.
“It seemed as if we had known each
other always, from the first, and I saw
him constantly, you know, till Uncle
Page Interfered. I care for him more
than I can ever care for any one else,
but I couldn’t defy you, mother.”
“I suppose he was angry over my let
ter?” Mrs. Briggs said tentatively.
“No, he wasn’t angry, but he felt
that you were unfair in not giving him

| mother who naa—
“Oh, lordy, lordy!” Mrs. Briggs
moaned, backing clumsily out of the
buggy and fluttering along the fence
like a hen at the garden pickets, but
she could not roll her plump figure unI derneath. She would have to go around,
and that poor child running headlong,
| perfectly wild. She was now disap
pearing in the grove. In her frenzy
she would rush on down the hill be
yond, and the creek was high,
“John! John!” Mrs. Briggs screamed
frantically. “Catch her, John!”
John apparently understood and dis
appeared in the trees, while Mrs.
Briggs, shaking with sobs, scrambled
into the buggy and lashed Dobbin into
a run with a suddenness that flung his
heels to the top of the dashboard. She
slid to her knees in the box and plied
the whip, wailing aloud at every Jump
of the horse. At the pasture lane she
turned so sharply that the buggy tilted
against the post, nearly tipping her
out, but she only urged the astonished
Dobbin on, her imagination picturing
her darling already at the bottom of
the swirling stream. She dashed
through the open gate of the potato
field.
She could not wait to take down the
bars of the small oat patch that inter
vened, but squeezed through and ran,
panting breathlessly, too exhausted to
call. Soon she caught sight of John.
He had Mary safe. Her abused knees
''weakened at that, but she struggled to
them. John clasped Mary close in his
arms, and she was laughing shrilly,
crying hysterically, “Oh, it is Allen; It
is Allen 1”
“ Yes, honey; yes,” Mrs. Briggs qua
vered. “Oh, lordy, lordy! Come to the
house with mother, deary. Don’t let go
of her for your life, John. I’ve been
wicked cruel to her— Yes, honey; yes;
It’s Allen.”
“It’s Allen, Allen!” Mary reiterated,
her face on the young man’s breast.
“Oh, lordy, lordy P’ moaned Mrs.
Briggs, the tears streaming. “Humor
her, John. Help me get her to the
house, then bring the doctors. Yes,
ho-honey; it—it’s Al-Allen.”
“Mrs. Briggs” —John patted her
shoulder comfortingly—“you needn’t be
frightened. Mary is all right. It is
Allen—John Allen Smlthers, Instead of
John Smith. I wanted to prove to you
that I wasn’t a mere good for nothing”
—Mrs. Briggs sat down suddenly—"and
I hope you have changed your opinion
of me and will accept me as your sonin-law.”
“For I’ll never, never have anything
to do with the Judge’s nephew 1” Mary
declared aggressively.
Mrs. Briggs started, then burst into
peals of tearful, choking laughter. “I
guess we’d better stop and see where
we’re at,” she gasped. “I’m the only
one that’s crazy, it seems. Who wants
you to have anything to do with the
Judge’s nephew, missie? So, you young
scamp, you’re Allen, are you? And
you’ve worked a slick game on me, but
I’m suited. Why, it’s the very thing
I’ve been planning for weeks!"
Then, with fresh shrieks, Mary fell
upon her mother, and they kissed and
cried and laughed together, while John
Allen looked on, grinning foolishly.
Noon a s N a tu re’s D ining: H our.

SHU PLUNGED OUT OVKB THE WHEEL.

ia chance to show what was In him. He
•went away, as you had forbidden me
<to see him, and I have known nothing
lof him since,” Mary said wistfully.
Mrs. Briggs felt a sudden contempt
!for the young man who had obeyed her
¡mandates so completely without a
(Struggle. However, it only proved him
xl poor thing, unworthy such a prize as
Mary, and the dear girl was young.
She would get over it and be happy in
love of some man who was a man.
Such a one was at hand, and Mrs.
Briggs considered him so desirable as
a son-in-law that she already regarded
him as such prospectively.
“Well,” she said finally, "I am glad,
Molly, that you hold no grudge against
me. I told you about the Judge’s neph
ew, a fine, smart young fellow. Mrs.
.Brown has a couple of girl cousins vlsliting her, and the Hendersons have
¡several nice young men among the
boarders. Our little town will be gay
this summer, and I’ve fixed up a bit,
so you can do your share of entertainling.”
Mary shrank, exclaiming, “Oh, moth
er, I want to stay quietly at home with
;you!”
! “And have people saying you’re mopiing over a disappointment?” Mrs.
Briggs spluttered.
* “I don’t care what they say. It’s no
iuse, mother. I see what you mean for
sne, but I can’t forget.” Then, with a
wan smile, ‘T am not behaving very
¡well, mother, but don’t mind it, and
¡let’s Just go on as usual.”
“And don’t fling me at the judge’s
nephew,” she added mentaljy.
“I have asked the nephew and Plora
for this evening," Mrs. Briggs said
presently, “but I can send John to tell
them you are too tired.”
“John, the new hand?” Mary com
mented absently.
“Yes, and he’s a wonderful manager.
There he Is.” Mrs. Briggs pointed with
her whip as they rounded the home
corner.
Mary glanced Indifferently at the flg- ure beyond the grove, then with a low
cry leaned forward, gazing intently.
“John?" she repeated, turning a be
wildered face to her astonished moth•er.
“Why, Molly! What Is it?" Mrs.
Briggs cried, somewhat alarmed.
The young man took off his hat and
tossed back his hair with a peculiar
gesture, and with a shriek Mary jerked
up Dobbin, plunged out over the wheel,
darted to the barbed wire fence, drop
ped flat, rolled smoothly under it and
flew, still shrieking, across the meadow.
Paralyzed with dreadful fear, Mrs.
Briggs gazed helplessly. There could
be but one hideous explanation of the
astounding scene—Mary was suddenly
seized with mental derangement—she
had taken that miserable affair to
heart; she had brooded over her trou
ble; her whole expression showed that,
anil now, having it all brought up
iigaln—ph, horrible! It was her own

Persons who keep close watch on
themselves are of the opinion that the
hour of noon is the most critical pe
riod of life. At that time the human
frame undergoes serious changes. The
stomach has dispatched the morning
meal and sends scouting parties in
search of another. The eyes and brain
are on the alert, and there is a sort of
all goneness pervading the anatomy
that sharpens the faculties and puts a
new edge on the teeth. It is nature’s
dining time, and everything about the
healthy man or woman is attuned to
the demolition or enjoyment of what is
called a “good square meal.” Those
who pay heed to the prompting Of na
ture at this divine hour have their re
ward in good appetite, good temper
and excellent digestion, which is con
ducive to all the good that flesh is heir
to. But those who, following the im
perious dictates of fashion, defer the
hour of dining until all natural long
ings are dead and have to be resurrect
ed by adventitious aids lay a train of
evils and discomforts which sooner or
later become the plague of their lives.—
London Telegraph.
DACHSHUNDS.
As F ig h t e r s o f B a d g e r s T h e y H a v e He
C a n in e E q a a l i .

The good natured, philosophic Ger
man dachshund has always been re
garded as more or less of a joke in
this country. Even in the fatherland
he is a staple for jesting. His elongat
ed body, his crooked legs, his animated
tall, his resemblance to a sausage—
who could fail to make some sort of
joke about a dachshund?
But the dachshund has a very seri
ous side and a work in life.
“Dachshund” means “badger dog.”
Now, the badger is an animal that,
generally speaking, needs neither game
laws nor sympathy, because he is able
to take care of himself and fight his
own battles. Naturalists place him as
a link between the bear family and
the weasels. He has about all the
strenuous characteristics of both, with
some of his own in addition.
Badger baiting was formerly a bar
barous rustic sport that drew trade to
country inns and taverns. A badger
was placed in a barrel, and the man
whose dog could bring him out got a
prize. A single dog seldom did it. A
full pack might—sometimes. The
badger is a tremendous burrower, and
the Jolly dachshund of the Jokes has
been trained for centuries in Germany
to go into his burrows like a ferret aft
er rats and drive the badger out or
fight him. In some German and Aus
trian cities there were formerly badger
baiting tourneys in which crack dachs
hunds entered a pit with an ablebodied badger and fought for points.
It is said that such contests are still
held in Vienna. For spirit, endurance
and agility the dachshund has no peer
in this work, and a bulldog pitted
against a badger would probably find
himself cutting a poor figure.
So, make the Jokes about the dachs
hund if you will, but give him credit
for his prowess and for that gentle
ness, characteristic also of the best
bulldogs, that makes both an affec
tionate companion to man and a loyal
playmate to children. Give the dachs
hund credit, too, for intelligence. He
has it in large degree. Few dogs are
keener.—New York Press.

Y». K O Y l . l t , M . U . ,

J.

Practising Physician,
TRAPPE, Pa. Office a t his residence, nearly
opposite Masonic Hall.

M. Y. W EBER, H. O.,
Practising Physician,
EFAN SBURG, Fa. Office H ours: U ntil 9
a. m.; 7 to 9 p. m Key stone ’Phone No. 17.

KRUSKN, 91. D ,

Homeopathic Physician,
0ox .I 4E G -Eyit.taE, Pa. Office Hours : U ntil 9

a. m ; 6 to 8 p. m. Keystone ’phone, No. 5 ;
Bell, 30x. Other office hours by appointment.
All kinds of X-Ray work and electrical treat
ment for cancerous, skin, and nervous diseases.

g

B. HOUNINO, 1»I. I> ,

Practising Physician,
EVANSBURG, Pa.
-:- Telephone in office.
Office Hours until 9 a. m.

r

H . HAMER, M. IK.

Homeopathic Physician.
CO L L EG EV IIitiE , P I . Offieo Hours: Until
10 a. m., from 6 to 9 p. m. Special ¡Attention
given to ear, nose and throat diseases. 23au.

r jA R V E Y li. S H O flO ,

Attorney-at- Law,
321 SW EDE STREET, NORRISTOW N, PA.
RESIDENCE—ROYERS FORD.
Both ’Phones.

r j E R B E R T U. MOORE,

Attorney-at- Law,
ALBERTSON TRUST CO. BUILDING-,
305 Swede St., Norristown, Pa
Bell and Keystone ’Phones.
5-15.

AYJtE R. LONGSTRETH,

M

rpH O M A S HALLMAN,

Attorney-at-Law,
323 SW EDE STREET, NORRISTOW N, PA.
Will be a t his branch office In Odd Fellows’
Building, C o l l e g e v i l l e , F a ., every evening
from 7 to 10; Saturday afternoons from 1 to 5.
1-25.

0 E O R G E K . B RECH T,

Attorney-at-Law,
O FFIC E S: 605 SW EDE STREET, and during
banking hours a t Montgomery T rust Co., 118
W. Main Street. NORRISTOW N, Pa.
Will respond to both ’phones : a t Office, Nos.
88 ; a t T rust Oo., Nos. 6.
2-1.

J p O R MALE, A PR E T T Y

Six-Roomed Cottage,
W ITH ONE ACRE OF GROUND, F ruitand
Shade Trees, a t Audubon, Montgomery Co.,
Pa. Apply to,
U. S. G . FIN K B IN E R ,
Real E state and Insurance Agent,
Royersford, Pa.
B lo od Sh ow ers In O lden T im e !.

In tbe “Annals of Remarkable Hap
penings In Rome’’ mention is made of
fourteen different showers of blood or
blood and other substances mixed,
which occurred between the years 819
A. D. and 1170. In 1222 we find rec
ord of a shower of blood and dust
which covered the larger part of Italy.
In 1226 a “snow” fell In Syria “which
presently turned into large brooks and
pools of blood.” A monk who wrote In
the year 1251 and whose manuscript Is
now preserved In the British museum,
tells of a three days’ shower of blood
“all over southern Europe.” Burgundy
had a blood shower In 1361, and Bed
fordshire, England, witnessed a sim
ilar phenomenon In the year 1450. In
1686 hailstones fell ln Württemberg
which contained cavities filled with
blood or blood red liquid. The last
“blood shower” on record occurred In
Slam In the year 1802.

Attorney-at- Law,
And Notary Public. ::: No. 712 Crozer Build
ing, 1420 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.
Long Distance Telephone. House No. 5928.
Also member of the Montgomery County Bar.

J O S E P H S. KRATZ,

Bu His Own
Petard

Attorney-at-Law,

B y M. ). P H I L L I P S

1009 COMMONWEALTH BUILDIN G, 12th
and CHESTNUT STREETS,
Philadelphia.
Telephones.

Copyright, 1906, b y R u b y Douglas

Even when one’s affianced has the
reputation of being, besides fairly rich
and more than passably handsome, the
0
L. EVANS,
most whimsically Irresponsible prac
tical joker In New York one has a
Attorney-at- Law,
right to expeot that joking on one’s
birthday, of all days, will be shelved.
323 SW EDE STREET,
NORRISTOW N, PA. At least Carrol Merrifield so expected,
but she was disappointed, and that
started the trouble.
J O H N S. HUN SICKER,
Hunter Johnston was in love with
Carrol, thoroughly so, but the practical
Justice of the Peace,
joking instinct is like conscience and a
ftAHN STATION, PA.
Conveyancer and
General Business Agent. Clerking of sales a t taste for olives—hard to forget when
tended to. Charges reasonable.
r
once acquired. A brilliant idea In the
jesting line came to Johnston the morn
^ R T H I I R G. ASH,
ing of his sweetheart's birthday, and
he immediately set about giving it to
Justice of the Peace,
that portion of the world in which he
Real Estate and General Business Agent, was most Interested.
TRAPPE, PA. All kinds of real estate sold
Carrol’s birthday gifts from her par
on commission. Real estate purchased. Money ticular circle were all that heart could
loaned.
3-16
desire, and she waited with happy an
ticipation for her fiance’s offering.
0 R . FRANK B RA N O R ETH ,
At 1 o’clock a taessenger boy appear
ed with a long, slender package for
(Successor to Dr. Ohas, Ryckman,)

DENTIST,
ROYERSEORD, PA. Practical Dentistry a t
honest prices.

D

R. S. D. UORNKSH,

DENTIST 9

CO LLEG EY ILLE, PA.
First-class Workmanship G uaranteed; Gas
administered.
Prices Reasonable.
Keystone ’Phone No. 40.

DR . B. F. PLACE,

Dentist,

OOR. MAIN AND Db KALB STREETS
NORRISTOW N, PA.
Rooms 303 and 305. - Entrance, Main Street.
Keystone Telephone, No. 76.
Take Elevator.
IT RE Q U IR E S AN AC
CURATE KNOW LEDGE OF
LREFRACTION and the laws
Bj^^àof optics to determine and eor■s||3rect faults of eyesight. The
benefit of my special training
and practice covering a quarter of a century are
a t your service.

A. B. P A R K E R , O p tician ,
21« DEKALB STREET,

NORRISTOW N.

••»ne knows today’s my birthday and
saw through Hunter’s scheme as quick
ly as I did. And she’ll never believe
but what I’m thirty-one. So, Mr. Hun
ter Johnston, beware of an old maid’s
vengeance.” And she waved the rose
theatrically in air.
On the morning of his own birthday,
five days later, when his man brought
up the mall Johnston’s eye was Imme
diately taken by one long white envel
ope. It was certainly peculiar in ap
pearance, for his name and address
were formed of letters clipped from
newspapers and posted upon 11. The
envelope contained the following mis
sive, similarly .constructed:

in fact, all animals knbw the danger of
treading on this plant. It grows In
large patches some four or six Inches
In height above the ground and forms
a thick mat varying in breadth from
the size of the top of a man’s hat to
many feet. It Is In the center of one of
these patches that the female antelope
prepares a place of safety for her
young. The thorns of this cactus,
while very poisonous and terribly pain
ful to every other animal, for some
reason are almost harmless to the an
telope. The cactus may lacerate her
legs, making them bleed freely, but
neither the stickers nor their poison
remains, while other animals seldom
Do you care to see y our sw eeth eart bleed, but retain the poisonous stick
eloping w ith a n o th e r m an 7 Be a t the
ers in their wounds until they become
T w en ty -th ird stre e t fe rry T h u rsd ay a f t
malignant sores, causing excessive
ernoon a t l.
Like many other practical Jokers, swelling of the limbs and very great
Johnston had his “blind” side. . He and long continued suffering.
When the antelope has selected her
never suspected that any one would
attempt to hoax him. He took the patch of cactus, backing away a few
missive In deadly earnest and Inter feet, she will make a running jump,
rupted dressing a half dozen times to bounding high In the air and alighting
in the middle of the patch, with all
reread It.
His first sensation was one of anger four feet close together, the hoofs
that any one would dare libel his sweet pointing downward. Then, springing
heart so. He resolved to telephone out again and repeating this operation
Carrol immediately—or, better, to call until she has chopped the roots of the
upon her and enjoy a good laugh with cactus plant to pieces, she loosens and
her over the letter. Yet even while ho clears a space large enough for stand
smiled at Its very absurdity, a sicken ing room. She then will enlarge It by
ing qualm of doubt, slow flitting and pawing and digging with her sharp
hoofs. Here, she gives birth to her
ugly as a vulture’s shadow, passed over young In undisturbed security, know
bis mind. Supposing It were true?
ing that she can leave them in com
That was the most unpleasant day parative safety during the day and re
Johnston ever experienced. Breakfast turn to them at night to give them
was a farce; luncheon, “no perform suck. Should it be in a locality where
ance.” Long after the time for the eagles abound, however, the mother
latter meal he remembered that he had does not venture far away, as the soar
promised to spend the day with a mar ing eagle often swoops down on the
ried. sister over In Jersey.
young, taking them away if she Is not
He tramped the snowy streets aim there to do battle for their lives.—H.
lessly, pausing occasionally to pore H. Cross In Century.
over the mysterious message, while po
licemen stared curiously and house
holders thought of Raffles. All his
Journeys brought him back somehow to
the neighborhood of Carrol’s home. But
he could not enter. Something held
him hack. At 8 o’clock he was at tbe
ferry and sat himself down with such
By CLARENCE EUSON
patience as he could muster to wait
for 4 o’clock. “I’ll see It through,” he
said.
Copyright, 1906, b y K . A . W hitehead
At ten minutes of the hour Johnston’s
heart gave a painful throb, for Carrol,
rosy from the searching wind, entered
“But suppose you don’t win,” sug
the ferry building. A tall, athletic gested Dorothy anxiously.
young man, with the air of the out.Vernon shrugged his shoulders.
landèr about him—he was well dressed “Then our marriage Is indefinitely post
and evidently well bred, but not a New poned,” he said, “but It cannot fall,” he
Yorker—followed her in. He was car added. “My information Is positive.”
rying two heavy suit cases.
“It’s an awful risk,” whispered the
Johnston confronted them. “May I girl. Vernon took her In his arms.
ask what this means, Carrol?” he ask
“Dear little girl,” he said soothingly.
ed quietly.
“It Is a deal that takes place almost
The girl halted and seemed to shrink every day. It is the only way In which
from him. The athletic stranger step I can quickly make enough money to
ped forward. “And may I inquire how support you in good style, and I can
It concerns you ?” He did not raise his not take you from your father’s house
voice, and the attention of none of the to lead a life of dreary economy.”
jostling scores was attracted to the
“I’d rather do that than risk losing
group.
It all,” she sald bravely. “That would
Johnston ignored him. “Did I de be awful, dear.”
serve this, Carrol?” he went on. “If
“Never fear,” he assured. “This will
you’d ask, I’d release you. When I got win. It Is just a case of selling .some
this letter”—
thing for more than you expect to pay
The girl had determined to punish for it, while the other man expects you
him thoroughly, but at the sight of his will have to pay more.”
weary, troubled face she relented.
“Suppose father should find It out,”
“Do you know,” she Interrupted she whispered, and a shade of awe
blithely, “I'm proud of that letter? I crept Into her tones. She was a little
avoided telling a lie In It, even a white afraid of this father, who was one of
one, although I came pretty close to the financial kings.
fibbing, didn’t I? But I blistered my
“He would probably hold up the mar
hand cutting out those letters. Wasn’t ket and clean me out,” he concluded.
It a real sweet little birthday gift?”
“Therefore he must not know.”
Doubt and dawning comprehension
“Tell me all about it again,” she
struggled In Johnston’s eyes. “But, pleaded. “I am so slow.”
why—why”— he began.
Patiently he went Into the details
“Why—why!” mocked his sweetheart, again. F. and V. stock was steady at
her head tilted saucily, a roguish smile 78. He had reason to know that there
on her face. “Just to show that two would be a drop in a week. He would
can play at practical joking as well as purchase “calls,” the right to sell with
one. Thirty-one messenger boys, sir! in ten days, shares of the stock at 73.
You should have a whole month of The profit would come If the stock was
anonymous letters.”
selling lower than that. If things went
“But this gentleman!” He waved his well, the stock should fall to 65, leav
hand toward the athletic stranger who ing him a profit of $8 on every share
appeared to be enjoying the conversa that he sold.
tion overmuch.
Some large operators had combined
“My cousin, Phil Hudson of Omaha, to force down the stock, and he was to
Mr. Johnston. He came last night, but profit by his knowledge of that fact be
could only stay with us a few hours.”
fore the break came. Two days before
“You were'the victim of a base con Morton Harvey had refused his con
spiracy, Mr. Johnston,” laughed Hud sent to the marriage of his daughter to
son as they shook hands. “I beg par Chester Vernon and had suggested that
don.”
he should make some mark In the
“Oh, nothing of consequence!” re world before he aspired to the hand of
sponded Johnston.
“I just said the daughter of a man who owned en
‘Stung!’ ”
tire railroads. This tip had come as an

Partnerships

A m e r ic a n G e o g r a p h ic a l Name».

•“ MAX I ASK WHAT THIS MEANS, CARROL?”
HE ASKED QUIETLY.

Miss Merrifield.

She 'opened It with

and found a single magnifi
F.f.Schera’s eagerness
cent American Beauty Wrapped care

America can show many geograph
ical names taken from novels. Califor
nia comes from the name of a fairy
kingdom in a Spanish romance of the
early sixteenth centnry. The Antilles
take their name from Antiglla, an Im
aginary Island figuring In Italian leg
ends connected with the wanderings
of St. Brendan, and marked In the lati
tude of the Sargasso sea on Catalan
and Genoese Portulanl of the thir
teenth and fourteenth centuries. Mont
real Is by some said to take its name
from a legendary castle mentioned In
French romances of a very early daté.
The island of Barataria, lineally de
scended from Sancho Panza’s Imag
inary governorship, also figures on the
maps of Louisiana, while it Is a moot
question whether the strait of Juan de
Fuca does not take Its name from a
historical geographical romance, a la
Rider Haggard, devised by a Greek
sailor of Queen Elizabeth’s day for
the benefit of her majesty’s resident at
Venice and his own pocket. “I Brazil”
Is found In early Irish legend as an
Island in the Atlantic, and it Is a moot
question whether the empire of Brazil
derives its name from this creation of
the Celtic fancy or from wood from
which a dye resembling In color burn
ing cinders was made.

fully In waxed paper and sparkling as
If with the dew of June. Within five
Collegeville, Pa. minutes another messenger with an
other long, slender package rang the
Second door above bell, and this also yielded up a rose.
railroad.
When with the regularity of clock
Finest grades of work five uniformed imps had come
and tobacco
and gone In twenty-five minutes, all
1 on hand.
with similar votive offerings, the girl
comprehended—Johnston of the fertile
T G. LUTZ,
mind had hit upon the plan of sending
her twenty-three roses, one for each
MERCHANT TAILOR,
year of her life, but the gift was to
378 H IG H STREET, : FOTTSTOWN, l'A . be delivered on the Installment plan.
The ingenious Idea was pleasing—for
Repairing, scouring, clearing and pressing
a time. With the tenth rose the Merri
done a t short notice.
Reference—Hill School, Pottstown.
field family was holding joyous council
over the ever Increasing pile of boxes
In the library, and Carrol was restless.
■ g 8. POLEY,
When the fifteenth bona fide messen
had come and gone, not counting
Contractor and Builder, ger
four “small curiosity seekers, who smil
TRAPPE, PA
ed expansively, murmured something
Prompt and accurate in building construction. about “de wrong number” and retreat
Estim ates cheerfully furnished.
6-23
ed, Carrol was thoroughly angry.
When on the heels of the twenty-third
THE MOTHER ANTELOPE.
S . BARNDT,
accredited flower bearer Johnston ap
peared,
a
particularly
desirable
brooch
W o n d e r fu l M an n er In W h ich She
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
P r o v id e s F o r H er Y o n n g .
In his pocket and a sense of duty well
CONTRACTOR FO R ALL K IN D S OP
done in his heart, she was composed,
The manner In which the mother an
Brick and Stone Masonry, but the anger, though not visible, was telope protects her young until they
are old and strong enough to join the
CEMENTING-, CONCRETING, ETC Esti present and controlled.
With true masculine density John full grown bands In their wanderings Is
mates cheerfully-furnished and good work guar
anteed. R g “ SPEC IA L ATTENTION TO ston noticed nothing out of tbe ordi an Interesting and wonderful Instance
nary with bis sweetheart. She thanked of nature’s providence. These beauti
JO BBIN G .
8-6him gayly and with the proper degree ful creatures live In an open country
of warmth for brooch and roses.
p i 8, HOON8,
infested by all kinds of enemies and
“Mr. Practical Joker must have a especially prowled over by the coyote,
SCHW ENKS V IL L E, PA.,
lesson,” Miss Merrifield declared to the gray wolf and the timber wolf,
herself after his departure as she nib Which subsist upon the young of all
Slater and Roofer,
And dealer in Slate, Slate Flagging, Grey bled with lips as red as the petals kinds of animals, yet the mother can
Stone, etc. Estimates furnished. Work con themselves at the eighteenth rose. “I
easily protect her babies from the
tracted a t lowest prices.
Hoot
didn’t mind so much his other tricks, iercest of these marauders. The ene
but this time he has gone too far.”
my most dreaded is the soaring eagle.
»W A R » » A T I»,
“He’d only laugh If he knew old Mrs.
There Is a variety of cactus, a prick
P a in te r a n d
Froude sat In her window and counted ly plant which grows in grefft abun
those messengers. With the extra ones dance all over the western plains,
Paper-Hanger,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. SWSamples of paper mixed in—little wretches!—there were : which furnishes her the means for this
always on hand.
thirty-one of them.
protection. Horses, cattle, buffalo and.
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“ YOU SEEM PRETTY C H IPPE R FO R A MAN
WHO HAS BEEN CLEANED OUT. *

all up,” he said in answer to uorotnys
eager questioning. “I have Just had
word that the pool has been aban
doned.”
“But can’t you take those things back
and get an exchange slip for them?”
asked Dorothy, with a recollection of
shopping tours.
Vernon shook his bead. “No such
luck,” he groaned. “They’ve got pretty
nearly every cent I own, and they
won’t give It up.”
Dorothy smiled softly to herself. “I
don’t think it Is as bad as that,” she
said decidedly. “I have an Idea.”
“If your idea will depress F. and V.
ten points,” he said grimly, “I should
like to have It.”
Dorothy dimpled and shook her head.
“You can’t have It,” she laughed. “You
just sit still and let the other fellow do
the work.”
Vernon remembered his words of the
morning and groaned. The other fel
lows had decided to do nothing with
the stock. It was to be left alone.
“Your father won’t help out,” he said
dolefully. “I told you that the other
day. Remember?”
Dorothy nodded her head. “I don’t
mean to laugh, Chester,” she said ten
derly, “but It is all too funny.”
, “It won’t seem so amusing later,” he
warned, but in the end he caught
something of her confidence, and the
dessert found him far more cheerful
than had the consomme, so suggestive
of his own Impending fate.
If there was a chance for a fight
there would have been some comfort,
but even the opportunity of A struggle
was denied him. He could only wait
for the unexpected to happen—or Dor
othy’s plan to work. He could not be
lieve that the latter was of any avail.
What could she know about the mar
ket?
But for all that F. and V. went to
77%, held there for an hour, then drop
ped to the quarter. It gave the trad
ers no concern. F. and V. was a
steady stock, but It could not always
stand at 78. It might even go a trifle
lower.
But when It went to 74% the next
morning and closed a half point lower
the room traders began to grow Inter
ested and speculated as to where the
drop was coming from. When It was
found that the blocks of stocks were
coming from the largest holders a pan
ic took them, and for the next three
days the market steadily declined.
When It went to 63% Vernon closed out
and in his jubilation telephoned Dor
othy to select the ring. He had clean
ed up an enormous profit.
Morton Harvey found them in the
library when he came home. He
frowned slightly as he saw Vernon,
then his face lighted up.
“You seem pretty chipper for a man
who has been cleaned out,” he said
grimly.
“Cleaned out?” laughed Vernon.
“Why_It’fl lust thg nf-hor weir
_
I was on the right side of F. and V.”
“I thought you sold long,” he cried.
"Dorothy said”—
He checked himself, but the murder
was out.
“I never could understand those
things,” sighed Dorothy. "Were you
listening when I telephoned Jessie?”
“Didn’t you know that the library
door was open and that I was sitting
there?” he demanded. She looked
bravely Into his face.
“Yes,” she said quietly, "I did know.
I knew that you were there and that
you would hurt Chester’s deal If you
could.”
“And fooled me into putting the mar
ket down to help him out?” he laugh
ed.
Dorothy hung her head. He crossed
the room and raised the dimpled chin.
“Daughter,” he said tenderly, “I
guess I’d better confess that I am
beaten. I think I’m getting to be too
old a man to play the game all alone.
I think I shall form a partnership of
Harvey & Vernon.”
“You and Chester?” she crlei, spring
ing up and throwing her arms about
his neck.
“No,” he corrected, “myself and Mrs.
Chester Vernon, nee Harvey. Chester
won’t need me If he has you. You may
form a matrimonial partnership with
him. That would be satisfactory.”
A J e w e l o f a. W ife .

A certain Russian nobleman visiting
Paris was noticed to be constantly
plunged in deep sadness. He wore on
his finger a very remarkable ring, large
enough for a bracelet, and which ex
tended over his hand like a buckler for
the ring finger. It was of a greenish
color and was traversed by red veins.
A lady, meeting him In public, ven
tured to say:
“You wear a very handsome ring.”
“It is not a ring,” he answered, “but
a sepulcher.
“This Jewel,” he continued, “is my
wife. I had the misfortune to lose her
some years since In Russia. She was
an Italian and dreaded the bed which
awaited her after this life. I carried
her body to Germany, where I was ac
quainted with a celebrated chemist,
whom I directed to make of the body a
solid substance which I could carry
about with me. Eight days after he
sent for me and showed me the empty,
coffin amid a horrid collection of In
struments and aletnbics. The jewel
was lying upon the table. He had
through means of some corrosive sub
stance reduced and compressed that
which was my wife into this jewel,
which shall never more leave me.”
N o ve l Use F o r a C ig a r ,

The stout man stood puffing at an
inspiration, and he determined to stake
his entire fortune in an effort to show unllghted cigar, bandaged tightly with
a series of rubber bands. Wrapped in
what he could do.
For two days he worked Industrious this manner the cigar gave the appear
ly buying “puts,” or permissions, to ance of a fractured limb fresh from
sell certain blocks of stock at stipulat the hands of a surgeon.
“I see you getting ready to ask the
ed prices. If the price did not fall be
low that price he would be reduced to question,” said the stout man. “Yon
practically nothing. If it fell below he want to know what I have my cigar
could demand the difference between done up in these rubber bands for.
the price and the actual selling price In Well, I’ll tell you. It Is a little trick
cash.
of my own Invention. I was a cigar
Beyond a hurried, telephone call he fiend for several years, but I have now
did not hear from’ Dorothy, for after broken off the habit—haven't smoked
the exchange closed he was busy with one for several years. I am now try
his agents settling their figures.
ing to break myself of the chewing
It was not until the third day that habit. This cigar, you see, gives me a
he placed his block and In jubilant dry smoke and an Imitation chew at
tones Invited Dorothy to lunch with the same time. If something does not
him. “I’ve won,” he exulted; “there is happen to It this cigar will last me
nothing to do now but to sit still and two weeks. Those rubber bands keep
watch the stock fall. I don’t even It from falling to pieces.”—New York
have to bother about depressing It Press.
The other fellow kindly does that for
Solom on’s G r e a t W e a lth .
me.”
But his triumph was short lived, and
Solomon was not only the wisest,
It was a haggard faced man who pre but the richest man the world -has
sented himself gt the restaurant “It’s ever seen, says the Lqndon. .Taller-

though he had to keep all his relatives.
He Is said to have -owned a fortune of
£800,000,000, and David, his father, left
half as much for the building of the
temple. Croesus, whose name Is even
now a synonym for vast wealth, pos
sessed £400,000,000, and Lucullus, fa
mous for his dinners and his manu
scripts, £120,000,000. Alexander the
Great made his wars pay, for he
brought back £160,000,000 from Per
sia. As a general rule, It was unsafe
to be very rich In classical times.
C h ild r e n ’« A n sw ers.

A young teacher in one of the public
schools was telling a friend of hers
about the humorous answers made by:
some of her pupils. Here Is the an
swer of a bright boy In the geography
class: “The mariner's compass was in
vented by a man always pointing to
ward the north.” In another Instance
the teacher had said to the class, “No
matter what the size of the circle, what
does It always contain?” She meant,
of course, 860 degrees. A boy; with an
air of wisdom, promptly replied, “A'
hole.” During a physiology lesson an
other boy, In answer to a question re
garding the use of the human trunk,
said, "The trunk Is that part of your
body which keeps you from being legs
all the way up to your neck.” The'
teacher, In distributing pens for a
¡writing lesson, happened to give one
child a stub pen. The child walked up
to the desk and, looking earnestly In'
the teacher’s face, said gravely,
“Please, M iss---- , I can’t use this here
pen; It’s a substitute pen.”—Philadel
phia Record.

GOOD PROMOTERS.
t h e y M ust Possess th e P o w e r o f In 
s p ir in g C onfidence.

A story is told about a young fellow
who applied at a big banking estab
lishment for a position and who upon
being told that all the clerkships were
filled said quite confidentially, “I’ve
never worked at the promoting busi
ness, but can’t you send me to some
friend of yours who needs a pro
moter?”
Strange Indeed it is that almost ev
ery one of the successful promoters of
the present day Is a man who went
Into the exceedingly difficult work
with scarcely more preparation than
had gone the venturesome youth of this
yarn.
Gifted with good address, control of
the English language, fluency of speech
and determination, a man who em
barks In the field has in his possession
the qualities that have made many
promoters rich and powerful. Many of
them were lawyers to begin .with.
Others were life insurance agents.
One or two sold stock in a small way.
Gradually each of these men came to
see that carving out a new way for
himself would give him a wider and
more substantial future. And then at
tlid li iiiUUlUUti H i»
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But whether these promoters have
¡won their spurs by organizing big con
cerns or corporations or by selling
those already In the field there is not
one of them but will tell you that most
of his success was due to his power to
inspire confidence. A promoter that
can’t make "the other fellow” believe
in him and in his proposition mlgjit
better be cleaning the streets. He
never will succeed.
The succeesful promoter must be
able not only to look men In the eye,
but he must also be able to face the
most discouraging circumstances and
fight his way through them. “Fall” is
a word the meaning of which he must
never learn.
And the rewards? They range from
millions to a fee of ?7 that was once
paid to a promoter who successfully
promoted the amalgamation of two
competing bootblacking establishments.
—San Francisco Chronicle.

THE HINDOO FOOT.
I t Is Q u ite D iffe r e n t F r o m Onrs In Its
F o r m a tio n .

In the native quarters of the towns
of India the strange spectacle may be
seen of a butcher seizing a piece of
meat In his hands and cutting it In
two with a stroke of his knife held be
tween the first and second toes of his
foot. The shoemaker uses no last, but
turns the unfinished shoe with his feet,
while his hands are busy In shaping it.
So the carpenter holds with his great
toe the board he is cutting, and the
wood turner handles his tools as well
with his toes as with his fingers.
This use of the feet to assist the
hands In their labor Is not, however,
the mere result of practice, but Is
principally due to the fact that the
Hindoo foot Is quite different from
ours In Its anatomical conformation.
The ankle of the Hindoo and the ar
ticulation of the back of the foot per
mit considerable lateral motion. Then
the toes possess a surprising mobility.
The great toe can be moved freely In
all directions, and the first and second
toes are separated by a wide space,
sometimes as much as five-eighths of
an inch across at the base of the toes
and two Inches at their extremities.
The articulation of the hip Is also pe
culiar, and this renders It easier to use
the toes In handling the objects by en
abling the Hindoo to sit In a squatting
posture much more comfortably than
we can do. A similar formation of the
feet and toes is found among the Anamese, but It Is not, as might be sup
posed, a common thing among barba
rous and savage tribes.
One naturally thinks of the resem
blance to a monkey which a human be
ing using both feet and hands In the
manner described above must present,
and yet the Hindoo foot is not at all
like the foot of an ape or monkey.
The great toe Is not opposed to the
other toes like a thumb, as occurs with
the monkey, and accordingly the pedal
dexterity of the Hindoos Is not to be
taken as an Indication of simian de
scent.—Pearson’s Weekly.
A Boy*« V ie w .

“Mamma,” asked the little boy,
“what does this story mean by talking
about a great-grandmother? Ain’t all
grandmothers great?”
T im e Is M oney.

Those who are five minutes late do
more to upsot the order of the world
than all tho anarchists. —Saturday
Evening Post.
Men are so constituted that every
body undertakes what he sees another
successful in, whether he has aptitude
for It Or not.—Goethe.

=THE:

IN D E P E N D E N T

WASHINGTON LETTER. can methods and actual warfare. and live on it, should be the slogan
From Our Regular Correspondent.

These and ^similar incidents have
induced those who make plans for
the great battleship to keep its con
struction a secret and the plans
sent to contractors are marked
“confidential,” in the hope that the
utmost secrecy may be preserved.
Only eight 12-inoh guns, two less
than the Dreadnought, officials de
clare that the tactical arrangement
of these guns will not only over
come the disadvantage but allows
the American ship to have less
target area and less tonnage. The
four turrets are to be placed in a
straight line from bow to stern thus
enabling it to give an opponent a
broadside of eight guns, which is
all that the Dreadnought can do
with her ten guns. These turrets
will be evenly divided on either
side of the superstructure and
elevated in such a way that in a
head on fight the American ship
can bring into play all eight guns
while a similar movement by the
English ship would put six of her
guns out of the firing line.

of the wage workers. ’’ The Home
maker gives many concrete ex
amples of what can be done on a
small piece of land. A family with
a mbdest house surrounded by an
acre of good soil, even where the
work has to be performed by mem
bers of the family who are occupied
during the long hours of the day at
various occupation, will produce
almost everything used in the fam
ily. An acre of ground thoroughly
well cultivated, with a little chicken
yard as an adjunct, will reduce in a
very material way the expenses of
the family. Among other stories
told in this magazine is one of a
little farm containing three and a
half acres, only two and a half acres
of good land in it, and yet the pro
duce from this little patch comes to
to from $1,200 to $1,500 a year. This
little bit of property cost the owner
$3,900. There is a modern twostory brick house, a barn, chicken
yard and orchard, all well fenced
with the land. The owner has been
farming it for fifteen years.

D. C. Apl. 5 ,1 9 0 6 .—
Senator Long has presented to the
Senate the amendment to the House
Published Every Thursday.
Railroad Rate bill that bad been
agreed upon by President Roosevelt
COL.l_EGEVIL.LE, MONTG. C O ., PA. and some friends of the bill at a
conference which was held at the
White House. Senators Allison,
. . . . E. S. MOSER, EDITOR a n d PR O PR IE T O R ........
Cullom, Dolliver, Clapp and Long
and Attorney General Moody were
among those who attended the con
ference and approved the amend
T H U R S D A Y , A P R IL 12, 1906.
ment which provides secifically for
judicial review of orders of the
L i f e i s to o s h o r t t o w r e s t le w ith im p o s s ib ilit ie s .
Interstate Commerce Commission.
Three of the Seuators, Dolliver,
I t is e a s ie r to b u d g e a b a lk y m u le th a n to d e c id e so m e Clapp and Cullom, have been the
most strenuous advocates in Con
q u e s tio n s b y th e r e a s o n in g p r o c e s s .
gress of the Hepburn bill just as it
stood in the matter of review, and
T h e in d ic a tio n s a r e c o n s p ic u o u s th a t ta r iff r e v is io n w ill SenatorLonghas been a pronounced
opponent of any amendment to the
b e p o stp o n e d u n t il th e v o t e r s r e v is e C o n g r e ss.
bill. In his address on the pre
sentation of the amendment though
Y e a r s a g o “ k id s ” w e r e w h ip p e d fo r s p e llin g w o r d s in he said that the amendment meets
h a r m o n y w ith th e p h o n e tic s y s t e m n o w p o p u la r in so m e the demands of those who have
opposed the pending bill on the P R E S S B U L L E T IN O F T H E P E N N 
q u a r te r s .
S Y L V A N IA E X P E R IM E N T
ground that without a provision for
IS THE THIEF OF
S T A T IO N .
judicial review the measure is un
A m a n w ith o n ly o n e o r ig in a l id e a in h is h ead h a s so m e constitutional and that it is satis
SMALL FRUITS.
a d v a n ta g e o v e r t h o s e w h o b o rro w a ll th e ir id e a s and th e n g e t factory to the real friends of the
The experience with small fruits
bill. The Senators present at the
th e m m ix e d .
conference told the President that last season was encouraging for
they could promise twenty-nine Re- fruit growers except in the cases of NOW is the beet time to open an account
A b r a h a m B a r k e r , a veteran banker and financier of prublican votes for it and that such varieties as were too tender to with the PENN TRUST CO., no matter
Philadelphia, was killed by falling from a trolley car in New practically the entire minority withstand the severe conditions of whether you have $5 or $5000.
The sooner we get your deposit the greater
would support it. In his role of the preceding winter. There is a
York on Sunday night.
being the parent of the Hepburn remarkable difference in varieties your Income will be from your savings, and
Bill in the Senate Mr. Tillman has in regard to their vigor of growth, the better prepared you will be to take anT h e e a s i e s t w a y to g e t a lo n g on th e str e a m o f tim e i s to not had a velvet path to travel. In power to resist disease, and pro vantage of opportunities to make money.
flo a t w ith th e tid e ; to h u r ra h fo r a n y th in g th a t h a p p e n s t o b e his effort to force a time for a vote ductiveness when grown under
Consult us about our liberal system of
p o p u la r. I f y o u w a n t to tr a v e l th a t w a y d o n ’t t h i n k ; j u s t on the bill may take the nominal similar conditions. In a list of 33 paying 3 per cent, on savings.
management of the bill away from varieties of strawberries fruiting
float.
Mr. Tillman and restore it to the on our grounds last summer, the
Republicans or that he will enforce ten varieties showing the greatest
B r ig g s is burning some oil figuring out the probable re a policy by which' Mr. Tillman’s vigor were Parker Elarle, Sample,
sult of the “Lincoln movement” in districts one and two. parliamentary leadership . will be Greenville, Mary, Mt. Joy, Adam's
Cor. Main and Swede St*.
His next calculation should have to do with the. amount of completely ignored by^the Repub Favorite, Crawford, Crescent, Ern
NORRISTOWN, PA.
licans and those Democrats who est, and Enhance. The ten varieties
dynamite required to unsettle number four.
stand with him. A humiliation of least attacked by the leaf blight “ Ths Company that pays 37» Interaal
this bind to the “cornfield lawyer” were Ella, Greenville, Adam’s Fav for eiery day the money it on deposit"
I f i t w e r e a s e a s y fo r fa r m e r s to b u y a u to -p r o o f h o r s e s would doubtless result in one of orite, Brandywine, Crawford, Ern
a s i t i s fo r w e a lth y p e r s o n s to p u r c h a s e a u to m o b ile s, th e those tirades in which the Senator est, Henderson, Townsend, En
hance and Eureka, and the ten va
q u e s tio n o f p r io r ity o f r ig h t to n a rro w c o u n tr y road s w ou ld from South Carolina indulges at
rieties yielding most abundantly
every opportunity.
n o t b e q u ite s u c h a s e r io u s p r o p o sitio n .
The appointment of Benjamin F. were Henderson, Ernest, Crescent,
Barnes, Assistant Secretary at the Adam’s Favorite, Enhance, Eureka,
T h e meeting of the representatives of the operators and White House to the position of Post Crawford, Van Deman, Greenville,
and E. P. Roe. These last natped
of the anthracite miners held in New York on Tuesday master for the city of Washington varieties ; all yield at the rate of
has
aroused
indignatioa
among
resulted in no definite agreement ; though the indications
certain citizens. He was appointed about 200 bushels per acre. The
now seem to be that a strike in the coal regions will be ulti Sunday, April Fool’s day, and the three best early varieties were Ella,
mately averted.
people rather think the joke was on Crawford, and E. P. Roe, and the
them for not one citizen of Washing three best late varieties were Men’s and Young Men’s Cloth
ton had a chance to present a man Adam’s Favorite, Enhance and
A s u it in equity to recover $5,000,000 from Durham, for
ing Doomed to be Sold for
the place nor was any citizen Eureka.
McNichol, Mack^et. al. has been instituted by the city of consulted as to the choice of Mr. ' Among the foregoing varieties
Half Price.
Philadelphia. The defendants are charged with having Barnes. The retiring postmaster the pistillate flowered sorts are
Adam’s
Favorite,
Crescent,
Ernest,
taken advantage of their political power to reap exorbitant sent in his resignation Saturday
The greatest money saving op
and Sunday Mr. Barnes was ap Eureka, Greenville, Henderson,
profits from city contracts.
portunity of a life time. High
pointed. Not since Cleveland has Mary and Sample, requiring other
the District been treated with so varieties to be planted with them
grade, hand-tailored suits for
M o u n t V e s u v iu s has been in violent eruption the past little regard and when the follow for perfect pollination and setting of
fruit.
week and dispatches from Naples report the loss of 500 lives ing day the President announced
just half price.
Some growers of strawberries
and homeless people to the number of 150,000 on account of an appointment to the Judgeship find
that their particular market
the floods of lava that spread over the beautiful land on the of the new Juvenile court of a man demands a large berry and find
who
tiuG
wr
recommendation
except
umrfti^aoti a iiu i os ui mo crun or iNapics.
INCw craters in the
that he was a Roman Catholic while them more profitable though the
mountain were formed, from which the lava issued.
$10.00 Suits $5.00
candidates had the support of citi yield in quarts is less than that of
The
zens, Senators, Judges of the smaller fruited varieties.
$12.00 Suits $6.00
average size is greatly affected by
$15.00 Suits $7.50
T h e farmer who helps to pay the price of maintaining Supreme Court and the entire bar
the weather conditions that prevail
of
the
District,
the
people
felt
that
$18.00 Suits $9 00
country roads and who must daily use these highways in at
they had been badly treated. Mr. during the fruiting period. We
tending to his affairs of business is compelled to drive only Barnes, who was given the Post find in a term of five years that the
auto-proof horses or risk his limbs and his life. If he does mastership is the man responsible highest average size has been main
not happen to have a horse that will without fear face an for the ejectment of Mrs. Morris tained by Parker Earle, Brandy
automobile, his lot is a hard one, for he may any day go forth from the White House a few weeks wine, Mary, Eureka and Sample.
Size 14 to 30.
Among raspberries the old red
alive and be taken home dead. This is not an overdrawn ago. There was in this incident Cuthbert has generally been the
$ 8.00 Suits $1.00
nothing upon which to base an ob
statement of a situation that demands attention.
$10.00
Suits $5.00
heaviest
bearer
among
the
reds,
jection to him to the office and it is
with
Eaton
and
Turner
as
good
$12.00
Suits
$6 00
not on this ground that the more
companions.
Of
the
black-caps,
$15.00
Suits
$7.50
sensible
element
of
the
people
ob
M r . R a i n e y , the only Democratic Congressman from
Onondaga, Older and Black Dia
Illinois, furnished proof in Congress last week that the jects to his appointment. In that mond excelled the good old Gregg
was simply doing what seemed
Watch T rust sold its goods so much lower in Europe than it he
necessary and the fact that it in productiveness.
did in this country that certain New York dealers found it turned out so unpleasantly for the
The heaviest yields among the
possible to buy the American-made watches from dealers woman was entirely the result of blackberries in 1905 were from
$10.00. Ovorcoats $ 7.50
abroad, pay the freight on them back to this country and her own recalcitrance and combative Rathburn, Snyder, Allen, Wilson
$12.00 Overcoats $ 8.50
Ohmer. The Allen blackberry
then sell them much lower than the American dealers who tendencies, which her brother Con and
$15 00 Overcoats $19.00
closely resembles Earty Harvest,
$18.00 Overcoats $12.50
had bought them direct from the T ru st could afford or were gressman Hall says she has mani but is more hardy. It is introduced
on other occasions. But the
$20.00 Overcoats $15.00
allowed to sell them under their ironbound contract with the fested
people of the District who pay by W. B; K. Johnson, of Allen
$25.00 Overcoats $16.50
Trust. This is only one of very many instances of extortion taxes and who are without a vote or town, Pa.
'A
full
report
on
the
small
fruits
imposed upon consumers by tariff-fostered tru sts and com representative in Congress feel
bines.
entitled to consideration in District grown at the Experiment Station is
appointments and the President has made in a bulletin on the subject W o m e n ’s F u r s a t H a lf
made himself unpopular by repeat now in the hands of the printer.
P ric e .
O u r Congressman Wanger’s National Quarantine bill edly ignoring them.
G eo . C. B utz .
Last
call
on
furs.
Rarest bargaius of tbe
passed Congress by a large majority last week. Mr.
season are here now.
There is little doubt now in Con
Wanger’s design, in framing the bill, was to give larger gress and among the President’s L E T T H E F A R M E R H A V E C H E A P
$10 00 Furs $ 5.00
ALCO HO L.
powers to the general government to resist the invasion of friends but that he will be a candi From Maxwell’s
$15 00 Furs $ 7 50
Talisman.
yellow fever, and he is to be congratulated that his fellow date for the third term; and that he
$20 00 Furs $10.00
Intensive farming—the getting of
Congressmen approved his work. The new law places the is the shrewdest politician who has many crops from a small acreage—
$30.00 Furs $15.00
l-^O.OO Furs $20.00
control of all quarantine stations, grounds and anchorages ever held the office is admitted by depends for its profitableness on
both parties. As a matter of fact
$50 00 Furs $25.00
under the Secretary of the Treasury and directs that as soon his election to a third’ term if he the extent to which the employment
as practicable after the approval of the act he shall select maintains the popularity among the of hired labor can be avoided and
the land owner do his owu work.
and designate such suitable places for them and establish the people that he now has is a for Every
accessory which enables him
the same at such points on or near the sea coast of the gone conclusion and would be to increase the effectiveness of his
United States on the Mexican border as in his judgment are effected without politics but the own brain and muscle increases
President likes the game of politics
best suited for the same, in order to prevent the introduction and
he plays it with consummate likewise the profit to be recorded
at the end of the year. Cheap power
of yellow fever into the United States.
No. 221 High St.,
skill and keen enjoyment.
for the running of farm and dairy
Early this week plans were sub machinery is one of the most im
T h e Orange County (Cal.) Plaindealer, a Republican mitted to contractors by Naval of portant of such accessories. Alco P O T T S T O W N
newspaper, mind you, gives out this warning! “There is evi ficials for the great ten million hol, if freed from the internal reve
dollar battle ship to equal or out nue tax of $2.08 per gallon,’ would
dence of alarm in Washington over the results of the next do
IERKIOHEN VALLEY
the English fighter, Dread
Mutual Fir« Insurance Co.
Congressional election. Well there may be. The country nought. It is the opinion of ex afford such power. Derived fromo f Montgomery County.
demands a revision of the tariff. The American consumer perts that the American warship refuse or surplus grain, potatoes,
other vegetables, for which
sees no good reason why he should be compelled to pay more will excel her English rival and the and
Incorporated May 13, 1871.
there
is no market, it can be pro
for American-made goods in the markets at home than the the best brains of the constructive duced at a cost of 5 to 15 cents per
Englishman, the German and the Russian pay for the same branch of the American Navy has gallon; and a gallon will, it is said,
been employed in t(ie work of de
goods three thousand miles away. Not alone are the con signing her. As a rule the United create as much power as two gallons
sumers dissatisfied with the conditions. The manufacturers States has never made any attempt of gasoline. It is also superior as a
of boots and shoes want free raw material. To get untaxed to keep plans for her battle ships a producer of light and warmth. Here
is a resource which Congress, it
INSURANCE IN FORCE, $9,000,000,
hides they openly advocate the repeal of the tariff on boots secret. The various navy yards would seem, should not deny the
have
employed
men
of
every
nation
and shoes, declaring their ability to successfully compete In
and it was stated that many farmer by refusing to repeal the Office o f tlie Company:
the markets of the world for the trade of the world. This ality
Japanese of high standing in naval duty as is now demanded ; provided
means cheaper footwear to all the people. Yet the stand construction corps of their own alcohol to be used in farm and other
COLLEGEV11AE, PA.
industries
shall
be
at
once
denaturpatters refuse to give ear to the request made of them. The country took positions of hard work
A. P. FETTEROLF, Secretary.
tariff on wood .pulp, linotypes, lumber, coal and wool should and small pay in this country and ized and made impossible of use in H. W. KRATZ, President,
beverages, thus throwing it out of
be removed for the benefit of the masses, but the Republican England in order to learn what was possible competition with the stuff
Norristown, Pa.
majority says no. There should be a package post of not being done in the Navy Yards of so used, and from which the Gov Regular office day of the Secretary, Friday
other countries.
Admiral Bob
of each week ; also every evening.
less than ten pounds. The three great express companies Evans, it is said, met a short time ernment derives a large revenue.
say no, and the Republican majority obeys orders. The ago an Admiral of the Japanese
R$. 91. £ . VANDKRSLICE’S
AN A C R E O F G R O U N D .
answer to this is jangling and division in the ranks of the Navy who during the Spanish
Maxwell’s Homemaker Magazine,
majority. The warning voice coming from Pennsylvania, American war had' been his cook
EATING HOUSE,
Barber Shop and Post Office,
Ohio, New York, Massachusetts, Minnesota and other States and the inference was plain that the published in Chicago, says the Los Main St., between
Collegeville, Pa.
'
man bad taken any place on an Angeles Times, is carrying on
last year has been unheeded. Look out for breakers in American ship that he could'get in
Meals to order; eatables furnished a t all
the head of its front page each times.
Oysters, all styles; families supplied.
November.”
Cream, etc. Prices reasonable: terms cash.
order to learn something of Ameri month this legend: “Get an acre Ice
Patronage solicited.
W ashington ,

G u m p tio n .
It is gumption that prevents the individual
from rushing ahead, regardless of danger.
Too much r u h and not enough gumption
ofien meats disaster. Gumption looks
ahead, takes account of previous experience,
avoids “ headers,” and prompts thrift, econ
omy, and the saving of cents, dimes and
dollars for emergencies. Small or large
sums placed in

— NATIONAL BANK—
Norristown, will be increased by the addi
tion of 3 per cent, on time deposit. Give
this bank an opportunity to serve you.

w

s k m s p

Won’t fade, won’t sprout—a genuinely good
serviceable carpet for use in every room.

L IN O L E U M = =

-----TO A ------

RELIABLE WATCH.
It is one of a business man’s best as
sets to have a reputation for punctuality.
You can’t always be within sight of
the town clock, you know.
Trustworthy Watches—Waltham, El
gin, Hamilton, Howard, Rockford.

the floor covering that wears like an oak plank
and always presents a nice appearance. Special
Inlaid Linoleum, 90c. a yard, worth $1.25.
W e are showing direct importations in CHINA
and JAPAN MATTINGS.
SUMMER STRIPED CURTAINS, the largest
line ever shown in this town. Over 5 0 styles to
select from. 65 cents, up.

Watches from $2.50 up.

J. D. SALLADE,

B R E N D LIN G E R S

Jeweler and Optician,

N O B B IS T O W 1T .

1 6 E a st M a in S treet,
NORRISTOWN, PA.

BOENEM AN

SHOES FOR SPRING

PennTrustCo.

AH E

D e n t a l D asloss

H E T IE .

WOMEN’S PAT. COLT SHOES—
Goodyear Welt, College Boot, But
ton and Lace, $2.50, $3.00.
WOMEN S $2 SHOES FOR DRESS—
Pat. Colt and Vicl Kid, all shapes
and widths, sizes 1 to 9.

AGAIN A T TH E OLD PLACE,

209 Swede Street,
PLATES,

STORE OPEN Monday, Friday and
Saturday evenings.
Try our NEW CORN CURE, it’s good.
. 10c. a box.

Doomed Sale

H . L. N Y C E
Main St., Norristown.

Gone!

W S S ATA A’AWA A-A.Va A'A /*A ArAA-A A * A?A KK A-A A~*lva R k ß h A» A’A ArA AT1ATA-{¿ fig !

SEASONABLE

GOODS
— AT —

Brownbacks.

MEN’S SUITS!

Blankets o f Every De
scription.
Underwear
for Men,
. Women and Children.

Young Men’s Suits

Dress Goods, Ginghams,
Colicoes -• good qualities
at reasonable prices.

- FREED SHOES -

:

Charges Reasonable.

Norristown, Pa.

•SINEWSPRING G00DSISA.T EAM RO’S.
Some of our New Spring Goode have ar
rived ; the others are coming as the jobbers
get them from the mills. W e will show the
finest line of Dress Goods for Spring we have
ever shown. Anticipating the advance in
cotton and wool, we purchased very early
so as to secure most of our goods at old
prices, so that there will be very little and
in most cases no advance at all in our prices.
We have the reputation for carrying the best
values in the town for the prices. In one
case we were told that we were selling a
certain piece of goods 25c. A YARD
CHEAPER THAN SOME OF THE LARGE
DEPARTMENT STORES.

make beautiful shirt waist suits or waists.
New Embroidery, wide inseitlon for waist
fronts. A large assortment of Bates’ Seer
suckers ; styles not found in any other store
in town.
Costumfe Linens in the popular shades,
also in white. A fine line of White Goods,
new Percales and Prints. A good assort
ment of Lancaster Ginghams. Cheaper
goods, 5c. yard.
A lot of nice Remnants of Dress Goods,
some suit lengths, others enough- for waists
or skirts.

Something new in Skirt Bindings—CHAF
For Shirt Waist 8uits we have a variety of FEE’S SILK DRESS WA8H BRAIDS.
choice new goods.
LOOK8
SILK
SOFT
VELVET
Cotton Voils, new styles, 12j£c.'
WASH
LINEN
Arnold Batistes, Silk Organdie, Opalette WEAR
IRON
(an invisible check), Silk Checks, Embroid
Try It.
ered Silk Zephyrs, Bungalow Silk Novelty
Waistings, Sicilian Fancies, Henley Serges
If you will need a 8EWING MACHINE,
have the appearance of wool goods.
give the DEMOREST a trial and save money.
Sole Radiant. Any of the above would $19.50 to $30.00.

a .

W

. IR -A -IM IIB O .

229 High Street.

Pottstown, Pa.

HEADQUAETEES
1

— FOR —

BIRTHDAY

Complete Line of

— AND —

MAKE NO
MISTAKE

And Provisions.

WEDDING
G I F T S I
See the handsome liue or Art

International Stock Food
and Poultry Powder.

a

:

BRIDGE WORK.

Examination Free.
All work guaranteed to be satisfactory.
GERMAN SPOKEN.

H For Men, Ladies and Children,
the kind that wear.

Overcoats Doomed to Go.

:

FILLINGS,

OVER 25000 GALLONS OF PURE GAS ADMINISTERED IN 24 MONTHS.

MEN’S DRESS SHOES—
Pat. Colts Vici Kid and Gun Metal,
Lace, Goodyear Welt, $2.50, $3.00,
$3 50.

The Great

Pictures, Novelties, etc. All the
new goods, the finest assortm ent

I

of np-to.date goods to be found

E. G. B ro w n b a c k ,

anywhere.
TRAPPE, PA.

Yon are invited to

call and inspect at the BOOK,
STATIONERY and ART STORE
OF

HORACE A. CUSTER,

F O R

231 HIGH STR E E T,

FRESH GOODS

ROOTS

POTTSTOW N.

—GO TO—

O d d F e llo w s ’
G ro c e ry .

Hall

Try Our Coffees,
Canned Goods,
Dried Fruits
and Confectionery.

John H. Bartman,

InsuresAgainst FireandSim,

M

-- The Best Carpet in America for Its Price. —

A nchor

Opportunity.

Going,

REGULARLY 90 CENTS A YARD.

T H E F IR S T

Procrastination

Going,

Superior Brussels f 7 C p
Carpets at
*

COL 1. KGEVILLE, PA.
Daily and Sunday Papers.

fo r sa leT

Gents’ Furnishing Goods in
variety.

A Number of Desirable
Properties

ffw. P.EEITOE, I
1
I

S COLLEGEVILLE,

8

PA.

3$

8

Along Trolley between Norristown and
Limerick.
Write for particulars.

GO TW A LS & BEYER,
55 E. Main St.

18 HORACE STORB

§

-Winter Underwear- M a r b l e
F O E ,

-A -X j X j ,
—AND—

- I N A L L S IZ E S . T

IO THE PUBLIC.

Collars, Ties, Suspenders, Lace Col
lars, Belts, Fancy Work, Muslins, Ging
hams, Ready-made Wrappers, Aprons,
&c. Also DRESSMAKERS’ SUPPLIES
and all tbe little things you just need at

Having purchased the Blacksmith and
Wheelwright Shop east of Perkiomen
Bridge, formerly occupied by R. H. Grater,
I am prepared to do first-class

in& AND ALL KINDS OF REPAIRING,
PAINTING, TRIMMING, ETC.,
A t moderate prices. Wheels rubber-tired.
An opportunity to estimate oivyour work
will he much appreciated. Awaiting your
commands, I am yours,
Collegeville, Pa.
G. N. BRADSHAN.
Advertise Yonr Sales in the
Independent.

NORRISTOWN, PA.,

Mrs. Frances Barrett’s,
Main St ., Neab Station ,

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
J

WESLEY HOOVER,

G ra n ite
W o rk s,
0^*149
St.
POTTSTOW N, PENN’A.
Designs

and

Estim ates Farn*

Blacksmith and Horseshoer.

ished Free of Charge.

F IR S T AVENUE, N EAR PERKIO M EN
BRIDG E, C O L L EG EV IL L E, PA.
First-class work in all branches. Neverslip
Shoeing a specialty.
12-28-3ia.

j ja5» I f you have anything to
»eil, advertize it in the Independent,

THEINDEPENDENT

A Big Tree.

D eath .

Harriet, wife of John K. Miller,
died Monday at the residence of her
niece Mrs. S. Howard Hamill,
Jeffersonville, aged 85 years. The
funeral will be held to-day at 2 p
m., all services at the house. In
terment at the Jeffersonville ceme
A nnual M ee tin g .
tery; undertaker J. L. Bechtel in
Notice is given elsewhere on tjiis charge.
page of the annual meeting of thp
Perkiomen Valley Fire Insurance
D ecisio n o f S u p rem e Court.
Company at Perkiomen Bridge
hotel on Monday, May 7, 1906.
The Supreme Court has reversed
the Montgomery county court in
the case of Payne & Co. vs. Per
R eduction of ’ Phone Rates.
The Directors of the Montgomery cival Roberts. A jury in the lower
gave Payne & Co. a verdict of
Telephone Company, of Worcester court
$96,184.98 in December,
1904,
have decided to include all ’phones against
Mr.
Roberts,
for
alleged
connected with Collegeville ex breach of contract on the building
change in the free circuit.
of his residence in Lower Merion
When the work was half finished,
Barn Destroyed.
Roberts took the contract from
The large frame barn on Barba Payne & Co. and they sued. The
does island, near Norristown was case is returned to tbe lower court.
destroyed by fire of unknow
origin Sunday afternoon. The bar
R epublican C ounty C o m m itte e.
was the property of the Schuyl
The Republican County Com
kill Navigation Company.
mittee has been summoned by
Chairman Abraham H. Hendricks
P h ilad elp h ia M arke ts.
to meet at the headquarters in
Wheat, 83; corn, 56e.; oats Norristown on next Monday morn
38$c.; winter bran, $22.50; timothy ing at ten o’clock. The purpose of
hay, $16; mixed hay, $13; steers the meeting is to arrange for the
4i to5|c.; fat cows, 3 a 4Jc.; sheep State delegate and county conven
3J to 6$c.; lambs, 6 to 7ic.; hogs tions and to appoint conferees to
meet with those from Bucks to fix
9i a 9Jc.
the time and place for the conven
tion in which the Hon. Irving P.
H ig h W a te r.
Wanger will be renominated for
The heavy rainfall beginning of Representative in Congress.
the week caused the Perkiomen to
rise higher than at any time i
Im provem ents.
months past. The ground is now
well saturated and a few warm days
The consistory of Trinity Rewill help along vegetation all formed church, this borough, has
around.
appointed a committee to make arrangements for the building of a
parsonage.
H orses Sold W e ll.
J. A. Rhoades’ sale of horses at
Ground has been broken for the
Perkiomen Bridge hotel, Monday addition to be made to Dr. S. B.
afternoon, attracted quite a num Horning’s house on Main street,
ber of buyers. Fair prices were this borough. The Dr. will effect a
realized. A pacing mare was sold number of notable improvements to
for $235. Mr. Rhoades expects to his property, including the enlarge
conduct another sale at the same ment and transformation of the
place on Monday, April 23.
house, the construction of a colonial
porch, and the building of a barn.
A tree on the farm of Mrs. Rankin
in Franklin couuty, has a girth
measurement five feet above ground
of 22 feet 6 inches, and is 90 feet
high. It is of the red oak variety.

times the output of last year, and if
the average is doubled it places the
possibility of financial success be
yond a doubt. The success of the
cannery project rests with the
farmers themselves. They must
raise the crops or the project fails.
We are not writing in fear of a
failure, but with the object of hav
ing the enterprise go forward to
more substantial achievement as an
industrial factor in the community,
and we feel that it is a public duty
for every intelligent, enterprising
farmer who has found it profitable
to raise vegetables for the cannery
to write and give the result of bis
efforts to his less informed and con
sequeutly less successful neigh
bors. A public cannery owned and
controlled by the farmers them
selves is most to be supported by a
united public; and a friendly and
intelligent corporation can only be
secured by a dessemination of en
lightening facts in relation to all
features of the enterprise. We say
again, farmers write and give- the
public the benefit of your successes.
A F riend
To both the Cannery and
the Farmers.

Paragraphs From Yerkes. by the Bell Telephone Company

Devil’s Island Torture

»UBLIC SALE OF

Cost twelve dollars per year. As
The Crescent Literary Society we hear sufficient about ourself out is no worse than the terrible case of Piles
that afflicted me 10 years. Then I was ad
T U R M S — » 1 .0 0 1' E K YEAR
meeting on Saturday evening was side of our dwelling, we will not ac vised
FRESH COWS!
to apply Bucklen’s Arnica Salve, and
well attended. The program was cept the offer as we might hear less than
it
IN l O V A K 'K .
a box permanently cured me,
lengthy and interesting. Some more should we have a ’phone in writes L. S. Napier, of Rugles, Ky. Heals
all Wounds, Burns and Sores like magic,
talent by visiting friends was very our domicile.
WiH be sold a t public sale, on SATUR85c. at Joseph W. Culbert’s, the druggist.
much appreciated, as were the
Thursday, April 12, ’0 6
f ’ u 1906’
.Perkiomen
_Our neighbor Charles Harner has
Bridge hotel, 25 ifresh
cows, a twith
calves,
words of encouragement from some
and spnngers, from Clinton county. This
members whose long absence had trimmed his grape vines. Another
n n u a l m e e t in g .
is
the
best
lot
of
cows
I
have
had
for
C IlU K iill SE R V IC E S.
sigu of spring.
The annual meeting of the members time. They are large, big baggers, some
made them strangers.
and
of
the
Valley Mutual Fire In
Parish of St. Paul’s Memorial P. £ . Church,
milkers. I have one extra fine
As the style of hats worn by the surancePerkiomen
Company of Montgomery Cdunty great
The
Mennonite
Sunday
School
de
cow th a t won a prize a t a fair.
Oaks, Perkiomen, Audubon. The Rev. T. P.
be held a t Perkiomen Bridge H otel Swissonb
cided by an almost unanimous vote, ladies are after the style of the sky will
stock hull. Don’t miss this op
£ge, rector. Sunday services: Union Church,
Collegeville, on MONDAY, MAY 7, 1906 Also
scraper,
the
churches
of
the
pres
portunity,
farmers and dairymen, to get
Sunday
morning,
to
hold
its
sess
Audubon, 10.45 a. in., with Holy Communion
a
t
one
o’clock
p.
m.
An
election
for
thir
w hat you need a t your prices. Sale
ion in the morning of every Sunday ent time should be changed to suit teen managers for the ensuing year will be lust
first in month. St. Paul’s, Oaks, 3.30 p. m.,
a
t
2
o’clock.
Conditions by
instead of every fourth Sunday, in the style of hats. Should be built held between the hours of 1 and 3 p. m.
with Holy Communion third in month 8.30 a.
T „ _
J. W. MITTERLING.
A.
D.
FETTEROLF,
Secretary.
on
the
amphitheatre
plan.
So
we
Li. H. Ingram, auct.' H. H. Robison, clerk.
m. Children’s Evensong last in month 8 p. m.
the afternoon.
could look over the double deckers
Sunday School 2.30 p. m. Yested choir. Free
Mrs. Kate Reiner lost a valuable
sittings. Cordial welcome. The rector, resid
o t ic e .
The coal strike has not hit us
O UBLIE SALE OF
horse
last
week.
ing a t Oaks, will be pleased to receive calls for
The person who stole a pocket-book
hard
so
far,
but
it
may
be
possible
visitation or ministration. Address Oaks P. O.
(containing
about
$6)
will
quickly
restore
It is reported that Bell ’phones if this thing keeps up, why we’ll be
same to its rightful owner and thus
FRESH COWS!
Lower Providence B aptist Church. Preach
will be placed in a number of resi- out of coal, as well along in warmer the
avoid further trouble.
ing services 10.30 a. m. and 7.30 p. m., every
deuces at Yerkes.
weather.
Sunday, Kev. F. W. Kandall, pastor. Dtble
The most ‘ up-to-date” work in
o s t.
M'hool, ».30 a. m. Prayer meeting, Wednesday
We regret to say our old friend
Will be sold a t public sale, on THURS, On February 28, between Spring City pA Y , APRIL 19, 1906, a t Beckman’s
this locality, last week, was dig- George Rambo, of Trappe, was hurt
evening a t 7.30. Shannonville Mission, every
and
Evansburg,
a
n
n
tt
and
oil
cup
com
hotel. Trappe, one carload of fresh cows,
ging garden.
second Sunday evening a t 7.30; Bible school,
at the brick works last week bined, from my white hearse. Finder will lo
t of shoats and pigs, and one stock bull.
Sundays, at 2.80 p. m.; prayer meeting, Tues
please notify me and receive reward.
George
is
a
good
fellow,
and
we
These cows have been carefully selected in
days at 7.80 p.m.; Rev. S. O. Perry, pastor.
J. K. KIMES, Undertaker,
missed
him
during
the
week.
Union and Centre counties, and they are
Evansburg and Vicinity,
Spring City, Pa. a lot of extra milk and butter producers.
Evansburg M. E. Church, Rev. W. O. Stoek
The house at one time owned and
Sale a t 3 o’clock, sharp. Conditions by
pastor. Sabbath School, 9.30 a. m. Preaching,
The Easter services fit St. James’ occupied by Joseph Dettra, now the
w M
HENRY WALTER.
10.30 a. m. and 7.30 p. m. Song and prayer ser
W.
Pierson, auct. A. P. Fritz, clerk.
church
will
be
held
on
Sunday
next
i
l
k
r
o
u
t
e
f
o
r
s
a
l
e
.
property of Charles Brower, pre
vice, 7 p. m.
F o r sale cheap, a milk route through
as follows: 7.30 a. m., Holy Com sents a fine appearance. A house
Apply to
St. L uke’s Reformed Church, Trappe, Rev.
munion; 10.30, morning services that stands upon a hill cannot be Evansburg and Collegeville.
p U B L IC SALE OF
W. D. HALLMAN,
Stocks Sold.
S L. Messiuger, S . T. 1)., pastor. Sunday
and sermon, with Holy Communion; hid.
R* D. 1.
Collegeville, Pa.
School a t 8.45 a. m. Preaching a t 10 a. m.
The following stocks were sold at 7.30 p. m., children’s carol service.
and 7.45 p. m. Junior Endeavor prayer meet
Kate Dettre, of Trappe, was
Wagons and Harness!
public sale at Hotel Montgomery, A cordial invitation to these ser in Miss
ing a t 2 p. m. Y . P. S. C. E. prayer meeting a t
o r s a le .
town, Saturday.
vices is extended to all.
Norristown, Saturday morning:
0.45p. m. All are cordially invited to attend
Will be sold a t public sale, on GOOD
A black mare, coming 5 years old,
the services.
90 shares of Riverside Cemetery
MissZorah Shull and Ethel Shull sound, has kind disposition, and is a good FRIDAY, APRIL 13, 1906, a t Hendricks’
Mrs. Enos Poley moved to the visited
driver.
Apply
to
Hotel,
Sch wenksville, Pa., 50 new wagons
Company,
D.
Y.
Mowday,
$26
a
their home, Suuday.
Trappe Circuit United Evangelical Church,
residence of Wm. Stroud on Mon
of all kinds, 85 second-hand; 50 sets of
8-89. L. H. REBER, near Trappe.
share.
Rev. Q-eorge R. Riffert, pastor. Services for
harness
and strap work by Lapp. We
It would be well for balloonists to
25 shares of same, G. W. March, day.
will have the biggest and finest lot of
the coming Sabbath, as follows: A t Trappe—
go
farther
inland
in
making
ascen
wagons and harness we ever sold a t this
James B. Undercoffler moved to
o r s a l e .
$26.25.
Preaching, 7.30 p. m., with a special Easter pro
particularly an amateur
Good-will and stock and fixtures of place: Fallingtops, runabouts, surries,
gram : Sunday School, 2 p m , A t Lim erick—
10 shares of sadie, J. C. Landis, the Robison property on the Ridge sions,
road
wagons, milk wagons, market wag
Some day, after the different cur a first-class oyster and eating house.
Preaching, 10.80 a. m.; Sunday School, 9.30 a
pike on Thursday.
$26 a share.
ons, &c. This is bargain day. Every
Good reason for selling. Address
rents
of
air
have
been
properly
un
in.; K. L. C. E., 7.30 p. m. The public is heartily
article will be sold to the highest bidders.
10 shares of same, John DanneJ. C. WARD,
Charles Teal and family, of Phila derstood, it will be safe enough to
invited to worship with us.
407 Marshall St., Norristown, Pa. Old wagons -taken in exchange. Sale at
hower, $26.
delphia, spent Saturday and Sun navigate the air; but so many
1 p. m.
W. H. ROSENBERRY,
10 shares of.same, John H. Tyson, day with Samuel Sperry’s.
H. B. LAPP.
aeronauts
have
come
to
grief
that
it
$26 a share. UIOR SALE.
On E aster Monday, April 16, a t Lans
Passenger trains leave College ville for Phila
is
a
dangerous
undertaking.
When
Horace
Shupe.and
family,
of
Nor
dale, we will sell 350 wagons and 150 sets
20 shares of Girard Avenue Mar
delphia : 7.03, 7.45,11.30 a. m., 6.05 p. m. Sun
I was a young lad I was walking Sixth avenue, Collegeville. Tlieft l l l |
of harness.
days—7.11 a. m., 6.23 p. m. For Allentown:
ket Company, J. C. Hoover, $36.25 ristown, visited Miss Kate Shupe across
7.45, 11.02 a. m., 3.22, 6.05 p. m. Sundays—8.30
house
is
most
substantially
built
¡«¡¡fl
the
pasture
field
of
the
on
Sunday.
a
share.
a. m., 7.39 p. m.
Indian Rock Farm at Port Provi and in first-class repair, and in alli£U"
13 shares of same, $36 a share.
Mrs. Hannah Bean, of Consbo- dence. I heard some one call, ] respects is a very attractive and desirable QRPHANH’ COURT SALE OF
home. For particulars address
8 shares of the First National hocken, visited D. M. Casselberry’s baited, quickly looked
.
,
about me,
.
H. W. SPARE,
Bank of Norristown, Josiah Boyer, on Sunday.
Home and Abroad.
3-8.
65 Broadway, New York.
but
could
see
no
one.
I
heard
the
REAL ESTATE!
$173 a share.
Isaac Weber is in a critical con call again, but saw no one. I began
10 shares of the Norristown Cov
E
state
of John R. Thomas, deceased.
to think I was bewitched or had
o r s a l e !
By virtue of an order of the Orphans’
ering x Company, Wm. Longaker, dition at present.
—Welcome
Twenty shoats, finely bred; 10 sows, Court of Montgomery county, will be ex
tramped
on
the
hind
leg
of
a
ghost,
$100 a share.
D. H. Casselberry has a new when the voice sounded nearer— with pigs; 3 boars; 15 cows, some fresh, posed to public sale on the premises in the
—Eastertide!
fat; 300 chickens, 2 fine mules, n h. township of Norriton, county of Mont
9 shares of First National Bank manure spreader.
look up! I looked up, and there others
p. engine,'? h. p. boiler, steam milk sepa gomery and S tate of Pennsylvania, on
M in g o H o rse C om pany.
of Ambler, Walter H. Jenkins, $152
was a balloon. The man in car asked rator, new butter churn; butter worker. MONDAY, APRIL 23, 1906, a t 2 o’clock,
I mourn no more my vanished years
a share.
A quarterly meeting of the Mingo
R ule G ranted.
articles useful to farmers. Apply p. m., the following real estate, to wit:
many questions: the names of the Other
Beneath a tender rain,
10
shares
of
same,
Walter
H.
FROM
OAKS.
Express
Horse
Company
was
held
Woxall, Pa.
No. 1, consists of a trac t of land of be
Judge Swartz, Monday morning, Jenkins, $153 a share.
towns he could see; but I could not. toNear SalfordB.SALBRICI,
An April rain of smiles and tears, at the Lamb hotel, Trappe, Satui
tation, Perk. R. R.
tween 12 and 13 acres with some lots sold
granted
a
rule
returnable
April
24,
Royersford,
Pottstown,
Trappe,
My heart is young again.
Fine
day
Palm
Sunday,
and
the
oft
situate on the Turnpike road a short
5
shares
of
Ridge
Avenue
Market
day afternoon. In addition to the at 10 o’clock, in the matter of the
fine weather brought out the citi Skippack, etc. He let go several
distance above the Jeffersonville Hotel,
ANTED.
The west winds blow, and singing usual routiue business a distribu petition of John H. DeHaven, ask Company, A. L. Allebaugh, $132.00 zens to enjoy the sunshine. The bags of ballast sand, and up in the
fronting on the turnpike road leading to
experienced cook a t the County Collegeville. The improvements consist of
tion of the funds in the . Treasury ing for a re-hearing on his appli a share.
low
air is not changed to any great sky he went. Several days after Home. An
Apply
to
3
shares
of
same,
A.
L.
Allebaeb,
a three-story frame dwelling
was
made,
each
member
receiving
I hear the glad streams run;
cation for a license for his hotel in $133.25.
amount of spring-time zephyrs, but we read in the Norristown Herald
J . F. VOORHEES, Steward.
house, containing 10 rooms, heat
five dollars.
The windows of my soul I throw
Royersford, which was revoked by
Box
300,
Royersford,
Pa.
ed by steam and supplied with
2 shares First National Bank of dandelions are in bloom on the and Free Press the story of the bal
Wide open to the sun.
the Court some time ago. The de Conshohocken,
w ater from an artesian well; has
sunny side of the house. That in loonist, how he landed near BoyerJohn
Booth,
$170
on it large barn sufficient to stable 36
cree further orders that notice be per share.
Im posing License Fees.
ANTED.
the open is not permitted to bloom towh or Swamp. I have often
No longer forward nor behind
head
of
stock.
sheep stable, suffi
to buy some good paying cient to hold 300Frame
DuDcannon borough is trying to given to counsel for the remon
or 400 head, to which is
I look in hope or fear;
10 shares of Royersford Trust e ’er it is transformed into greens or thought of that balloon and the business,I worant
become
interested
in
same—
strants
and
also
by
publication
for
attached an office and Fairbanks’ scales
enforce a new ordinance imposing
But grateful take the good I find
Company, John Tyson, $152 a share. an appetizer of the table. Dande words of the man in the car, look either manufacturing or commercial—in in
condition, and other outbuildings
lion hunters are on the hunt for the up, look up 1 A ye! Do we look up? Collegeville or in any of the surrounding to good
license fees of $5 a year upon two weeks. This action is taken to
The best of now and here.
suit.
greens, and you are green if you Why forever be looking down ? If towns or villages. S tate particulars and
bakers for delivering goods at prevent heavy losses on the part pf
No.
2,
adjoins No. 1, and consists of
—John 6. Whittier.
don’t get a mess or t,wo for yourself. .we would have kept that one idea address 3941 Reese SP.t., WALLIS,
patrons’ houses; $6 upon meat deal the holder of the second mortgage
tract of land of about 8 acres, and the im
Ironbridge
Echoes.
Philadelphia, Pa. provements
on
the
hotel
property.
on it consist of a
in view, look up, in our younger
—How well Whittier, the poet ers for similar privileges, and
large stone house w ith a spring], , , , 1.
Mr. Garner, who resided in the days, and like David of old. If we
The Silver Link Literary Society
wrote about springtime!
$3 a day upon book peddlers, while
of
neverfailing
water. House con- ¡¡<*11
o u ld e r s w a n t e d .
will hold its regular bi-weekly Mrs. Ellen Miller house here at would have only looked up to the
auctioneers are asked to put up $10
T rin ity R eform ed C hurch.
First-class moulders on floor work. tains 9 rooms and is in good sub-Ji!
Perkiomen,
moved
to
the
Trooper,
—Half the truth will very often a day.
hills from whence cometh my help.
I awüffiB
stantial condition. This tract fronts on
to
A special Easter service will be meeting Thursday evening.
Monday, and Harry Campbell, Sr. How many times in the day do we ApplyNORTH
amount to absolute falsehood.—
the road running from Ridge Turnpike to
WALES FOUNDRY,
conducted io Trinity Reformed
Egypt
Road.
Whately.
Norman Detwilerhas moved upon and his son-in-law will occupy the look up? On a starlit night look up -15.
North Wales, Pa.
T h e Turf.
Also a t the same time and place will be
church, this borough, on Sunday the farm vacated by Philip Knapp. place. '
and
see
the
many
stars.
Look
up,
sold the following personal property: Two
—The time is here to dig garden
A number of horsemen of this morning at 10 o’clock. The Sunday
horse wagon, two buggies, harrows, rakes,
ANTED.
Charles Brower is drilling wells and beyond the hills, to human eyes
and "shoo” chickens.
Wedding bells will soon be ringvicinity have decided to put the School will have charge of the ser
threshing
machine, and other articles not
White
girl
to
do
general
house
for the double dwellings he will a most promising vision. Then work. Apply to W. C. STETLER,
herein more specificially enumerated.
track on J. P. Robison’s vice. There will also be special ng in the village.
would
life
be
more
satisfactory.
—Wyoming county farmers are half-mile
build
shortly.
He
will
tear
away
These properties can be viewed by going
6100 Ridge Avenue, Roxboro, Phila., Pa.
property in proper shape for exer Easter music by members of the
Misses Annie Hunsicker and Su the old house at home; that which Look up, my boy, look upl And if
getting 50 cents a bushel for pota cising
to the premises on the turnpike just north
church
choir
and
an
address
by
the
and
speeding
their
trotters
of
the hotel a t Juffersonvilie. Conditions
you
do
not
see
a
balloon,
you
will
sie Kulp were confirmed on Suuday Harry Campbell lived in for so
toes loaded on the cars at points of and pacers. The work of repairing pastor, Rev. F. C. Yost, D. D.
ANTED.
on day of sale by
see that which is beyond our great
in the Lutheran church, Trappe.
shipment.
many
years,
on
Main
street.
Main
Good
girl
or
woman
for
house
J. QUINCY THOMAS,
the course,-the soil of which is not
A catechetical class was organ
street will be the street some of est appreciation. Donaldson sailed work. Two m family. Wages, $4 per
MORGAN H. THOMAS,
Messrs. Ebbert, Fenton, and El these days, and he who lives the away from West Philadelphia late week.
—We must be sure to give due surpassed by any other track in ized last Saturday afternoon. The
Apply to
Administrators.
IDA Z. ANDERSON JONES (M. D.) E. L. Hallman and Thomas Hallman,
class will meet this week on Satur lis, of Collegeville, were visitors longest will see a whole town here in the day; his route lay exactly
weight to the good side of every the State, has been started.
214
Gay
S
t.,
Phoenixville,
Pa.
Attorneys.
day afternoon at 2 o’clock. Rev. F. here on Sunday.
event that has two sides.—Eliot.
where
it pleased the cur
at this end of the township.
C. Yost, D. D., will meet the class,
L ad les’ Aid So ciety.
rents
of
air
to
take
him,
and
like
a
William
Nace
and
family
visited
—Miss Edna Kline, of Limerick,
which is not only for the young in Yerkes, Sunday.
The flag factory is turning out soap bubble which did not burst, jTTELP WANTED.
A delightful meeting of the people
recently received 62 souvenir post
of
the
church
and
commun
flags
by the thousand per day of but moved with each fidgety breeze and housework. The man must he a good p U B L IC NALE OF
Ladies’ Aid Society of Trinity ity but for all persons interested.
cards as a birthday surprise.
twenty
hours. Day and night the anywhere. He tried to make a land gardener and the wife a first-class cook.
church was held at the home of
sewing machines rattle, and as ing back of Phoenixville. He saw Good wages. Apply to
Personal Property !
—Business meeting of the Lower Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Gristock, Tues
■Items From Trappe.
S. C. JOHNSON,
things are satisfactory to the pro the fires which some night fisher 12.
Providence Alumni Association at day evening. The violin solos by
D eath o f M rs . E arnshaw .
Will be sold a t public sale on WEDNES
Glenwood, Collegeville, Pa.
A regular meeting of Town Coun prietor he has been wearing a men had made, who were fishing in
DAY, APRIL 18, 1906, a t the late resi
Cherry Tree school house, Satur Mr. Grolle, of Philadelphia were
Emma
E.,
wife
of
William
Earn
straw
hat,
the
first
of
the
season.
cil
was
held
Monday
evening.
dence
of James W. Keel, near Black Rock,
Black
Rock
dam.
He
came
down
day evening, April 14.
artistic gems.
Miss Anna C. shaw of Bridgeport, died Monday
ANTED.
in Upper Providance township, Montgom
sufficiently
close
to
call
to
them
and
Barrow was the piano accompanist. morning at Charity Hospital, Nor
county, Pa., the following goods be
The Acorn Literary Society meets
Mrs. Daniel Shuler is visiting
—Mitterling’s sale of fresh ,cows Mr, Gristock gave several excellent
what part of the country be years’ experience in a carriage paint shop. ery
longing to the decedent’s estate: Bay
ristown, after several hours of her daughter, Mrs. Helffrich, at this Friday evening, and it is ex inquire
at Perkiomen Bridge hotel next readings.
Chance for advancement. Apply to
Horse, works anywhere, good
was
in.
Some
of
the
fishermen
be
pected if Manager Schyer of the lieving the old fellow was after
severe illness. About 2 o’clock Bath, Pa.
F. R. ALBRIGHT,
driver and gentle. Three Pigs.
Saturday afternoon.
Black
Horse
Carriage
Works.
Oaks
base
ball
team
can
shape
Hay, oomfodder, eorn, new fallMonday morning she was attacked
Mrs.
Lucinda
Miller
has
removed
them,
scooped
up
their
fishing
R.
D.
No.
8,
Norristown.
4-12.
’ingtop
carriage, new express
—J. S. Shephard has taken pos
G lenw ood as a S a n ita riu m .
by violent convulsions. Drs. Mann from Limerick and taken possess things satisfactory to all concerned, tackle and scooted for home. This
wagon, 2 second-hand fallingtop carriages,
session of the Collegeville hotel.
Samuel C. Johnson, of Philadel-, and Whitcomb, realizing the gravity ion of a part of A. C. Poley’s house. be has promised to open the season is away-back 1872-or ’4 story, but
Germantown wagon, hay-bed wagon, 2
ANTED.
with a game of ball on the grounds was told to me as a fact. Whether
express wagon beds, hand cart, wheel
has leased Burgess F. J. of her condition, ordered her re
—Neighbor G. F. Clamer has pur phia,
A
steady
single
man
for
general
barrow,
sleigh, cultivator com harrow,
of
the
Montello
Brick
Works
on
moval
to
the
Hospital.
Despite
all
The Missionary services in St.
happened or not we are not pre farm work; one who can handle a team. spike harrow,
chased a horse of F. H. Beltz, of Clamer’s beautiful Glenwood prop medical effort death came at the Luke’s
cornsheller aud grinder,
Saturday afternoon. This is one it
Reformed
church
last
Sun
Good
wages.
Apply
to
erty
and
will
conduct
the
same
as
a
pared to say. In this case, if they
feed cutter, plow, post spade, hoes, circu
Sch wenksville.
JONAS A. CASSEL,
first-class sanitarium, all the year hour stated. A husband .and two day evening were attended by a sign of spring. The frogs piped had looked up they might have
lar saw, axletrees, anvil, rope and pulley,
Manager Erdenheim Farm. gun, revolver, grindstone, sleigh bells,
lay, which is another sign of known the cause of the trouble, and
—Sch wenksville has continued its round, for invalids and nervous and daughters survive ; also the parents large gathering of people who their
Chestnut Hill, Pa.
4-12.
horse blankets, buffalo robe, heavy and
rest-cure patients. Some of the of the deceased, Mr. and Mrs. Jona greatly appreciated Mrs. Hoy’s in spring.
borough tax rate at $3i mills.
fished all night.
light harness, whip, full set of wheel
best known pbysicians of Philadel than Hoyer, of this borough. Wal teresting and helpful address, and
wright tools, saddler tools, wood, spokes,
Mr. and Mrs. Norris Dettra and
—The Lederachville hotel has phia will be identified with the lace Hoyer, of Upper Providence, is the solo which was sung by Mr. H. daughters, of Phoenixville, visited
wagon pole, carriage oil cloth, vinegar,
C
O
L
L
E
G
E
V
IL
L
E
cider press, sewing machine, &c. Sale to
B A L D M E /4 A N D C O N S U M P T IO N .
brother, and Mrs. John G. Det- G. Maeder.
been sold to James Blick, of Cen sanitarium.
Mr.
Dettra’s
parents
one
day
last
commence a t 12 o’clock, noon. Condi
tre Square.
wiler, of Lower Providence, and
From the Chicago Chronicle.
tions: Goods amounting to $10 and less
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Mathieu en week.
Mrs.
Neal
Lafferty,
of
Mt.
Airy,
to be paid for in cash; over th a t amount
It
bas
been
pointed
out
by
an
tertained
a
number
of
guests
from
T ow n C o u ncil.
—Tuscan Lombardi was fined $50
Assessor
Bechtel
called
to
see
us
a credit of three months will be given.
are sisters to the deceased. The
by Magistrate Missimer, of PottsTEANNA KEEL, Executrix.
eminent doctor that baldheaded
A regular meeting of Town funeral will be held to-day; inter Philadelphia, Sunday.
on duties pertaining to his office.
Wayne Pearson, auct. Isaac Kulp, clerk.
town, for fishing on Sunday and for Council was held Friday evening, ment at Montgomery cemetery.
men
never
suffer^from
consumption,
George Rambo has been off duty
Prof. Ellis preached, Sunday, on
using an illegal angling device.
when the usual routine business
Our patrons and friends are in 
A t the same place and on the same day,
the past week on account of an in the love of Christ. He preached a and that a tendency to baldness is
was
transacted.
Among
various
mat
vited
inspect our stock o f will be sold the following goods belong
jury to his knee while at work at good sermon.
—Two Philadelphia gas compan ters considered the importance of Correspondence.
an assurance that the dreaded Needs. to
ing
the undersigned, widow of deced
P lants, etc., and will find them ent: toBedsteads,
the Brick Works at Oaks.'
ies are fighting to secure a fran effecting needed improvements to
bedding, such as feather
scourge
will
pass
over
one.
The
T H E C A N N IN G B U S IN E S S .
better
thau
in
previous
years.
It
and chaff beds, pillows, &c.; bureaus,
Addison Vanderslice, Ferdinand
chise tosupplyPennsburgwith gas. First avenue was taken into
Indecent language on the public Logan, Albert Fitzwater and son The doctor had under treatment is a mistake to judge by prices', without see tables, 3 cupboards, chairs, rocker, sofa,
On reading the timely notice of
2 washstands, washbowls, pitchers,
—After it had bitten a number of account. Solicitor A. H. Hendricks the Secretary of the Collegeville highway may yet lead to the arrest Joseph -Fitzwater, of Phoenixville, more than 600 cases, and he makes ing the article. Compare tbe quality chest,
looking glasses, wood chest, clothes rack,
persons a vicious dog was shot by was present and discussed the Canning Company in last week’s of those guilty of such misconduct. attended services at the Green Tree the further statement that' in a of our plants, etc., before baying else eight-day
clock, sideboard, book case,
Constable William Cooper in Spring status of several borough liens for I ndepend ent , announcing matters
double heater stove, sausage cutter, lard
Holy Communion services will be church, Sunday. Mr. Vanderslice census of more than 5000 tuber where, and be convinced tbat the best press,
curbing, etc., it being the purpose of interest to farmers contemplating
milk
cans, boilers, pans, buckets,
City.
held in the Reformed church next is . seventy-five years of age. He culosis cases he failed to discover a is the cheapest. We have the following 2 iron kettles, copper kettle, apple butter,
of Council to collect the same.
the
planting
of
truck
to
sell
to
the
carries
his
age
well.
now
ready
:
crockeryware,
carpet, &c. Conditions
—By the fall of an elevator in his
morning, and Sunday School
single sufferer who was bald.
cannery the coming season, we Sunday
Doz. 100 1000 same as above.
baking establishment, Frederick
Easter
services
will
be
held
next
Easter
services
at
Green
Tree
TEANNA KEEL.
were forcibly impressed with the Sunday evening. A program of
Early Cabbage Plants,
Progressive H e a rt Party.
Schwab, of Pottstown, was severe
next Sunday. The forenoon will be
4 kinds, transplanted,
.10 .65 $5.00
Mrs. Cballen in honor of ber idea that it would be a valuable superior excellence has been pre given over to tbe Sunday School.
ly injured.
T H E SLEETP O F P L A N T S .
Early Cabbage Plants, 4 kinds
Mrs, King of Meriden, Comi., suggestion to some of the success pared by the school.
not transplanted,
\ .08 .50 3 50 ■\TOTICE TO FARIHERN.
Easter music, readings, recitations,
—Mrs. Abram Spera, of Lancas sister
That
sleep
at
regular
intervals
ful
growers
of
sweet
corn
and
toma
The Collegeville Canning Company
Lettuce Plants, 4 kinds .06 .85 2.00
gave
a
progressive
heart
party
at
and
selections,
will
be
the
order
of
will take all the corn and tomatoes
ter, poured coal oil on the fire to ber home near Perkiomen Bridge toes that they contribute their ex
and for certain periods is necessary Need Potatoes, choice kinds, that we brought
An acetylene plant has been in the day.
to the factory in a marketable
hasten the supper, and is in a criti on Wednesdayevening of last week. periences of last year to the columns stalled in E. Beckman’s hotel and
recommend. Try them.
condition during the canning season. The
to the well-being of animals, man
cal condition.
Easter next, then we should have included, we all know. That plants, Ready April 25.
Company will pay $9 a ton for the toma
Those present were Mrs. F. W. of the neighboring newspapers. the illumination -of the rooms of
weather which we might call spring.
TOMATO PLANTS, transplanted, 15c. to toes. The varieties th a t will be used are
—In one year John Sebastian of Gristock, Mrs. Barrett, Mrs. Geo. Tbe canning business is a new the building is quite satisfactory.
Stowell’s Evergreen Corn an d ' the Stone
in their turn, need periods of re 20c. per doz ; $1.00 to $1.25 per 100.
Montello, Berks county, has given Clamer, Mrs. King, Mrs. Griffiths, thing to our people generally and
^hooping
cough
prevails
to
some
RED BEET PLANTS, early, 6c. per doz.; Tomato. Growers must be careful not to
Samuel Starr is now filling the
pose, although equally appreciated 40c.
plant
com near field corn to avoid cross
lodging in his barn to 385 homeless Mrs. Cornish, Mrs. Horning, Mrs. they need enlightenment on the position
extent
in
Port
Providence.
per 100.
of hostler at Lamb hotel.
The tom ato seed is now on sale a t
by the botanist, is an item of nature
men, a number of whom assisted Miller, Misses Clamer, Duryea, subject, and no parties are better
PEPPER PLANTS, transplanted, 18c. to ing.
Gristock’s
feed store, and the seed com
John Heilman and family visited
per doz.; $1 00 to $1.25 per 100.
him in his farm work.
Ebbert, and Price. Prizes were fitted to educate the general farm
Joseph Walters contemplates the Reading,
knowledge in possession only of a 20c.
will be on sale sale in ample time. I t is
Sunday.
EGG
PLANTS,
transplanted,
25c.
to
30c.
ing
public
on
this
topic
than
the
won by Mrs. Geo. Clamer and
desired by the Company th a t farmers of
drilling of an artesian well on his
few; perhaps it does not hold out per doz.; $1.75 to $2.00 per 1.00.
the community will take advantage of the
Miss Price. Elegant refreshments leading successful farmers of last premises.
We did not attend the dinner side of scientific circles. This posi We have over 150,000 Vegetable Plants raising
these vegetables, as more can be
season.
We
have
plenty
of
intelli
A Useful Dog.
were served.
now growing, and more to follow. Other realizedofthan
given
by
Gen.
Wagner
to
the'
sur
growing any other farm
The Pastor’s Aid Society of the vivors of the 88th Penoa. Regiment, tion is the outcome, in a great plants quoted later. COME AND SEE OUR crop. A. T.byALLEBACH,
gent farmers among us whom we
Secretary.
C. B. Robinson, of Towanda, Pa.,
mow can write, and whose experi Lutheran church will meet next at Dooners, Philadelphia, Saturday measure, of regarding the animal SPRING DISPLAY. Send for price list,
has a dog that goes miles to bring
W o m an S u ffrag e.
free to all.
ence of last year was sufficiently Saturday hfternoon at 3.30 o’clock. evening. It was as near Appomat
cows home, carries water long
and vegetable kingdoms as related,
LAWN GRASS and WHITE CLOVER
At the recent annual meeting of favorably demonstrated as to make
NTATE NOTICE.
distances to farmhands in the fields the Norristown and Collegeville their communications especially
Last Sunday morning eleven per tox day as it could conveniently be. if at all, only in a minor degree, or, SEEDS should be sown now.
E state of James W. Keel, late of
our Sweet Peas and Nasturtiums. A Upper Providence township, Montgomery
and, if the family is away, receives Woman Suffrage Society in the Y. valuable and show that since the sons were added to the Lutheran
We received a letter from James rather, of looking upon them as fullTrystock
of Garden Seeds, of the very best county, deceased. Letters testamentary
the mail from the carrier and lies M. C. A. parlor, Norristown, the advent of tbe cannery that there is church by rite of confirmation, and M. Penny packer, who is a book
kinds, and thousands of Geraniums, Roses, having been granted the undersigned, all
upon it until some one returns.
following officers were elected for no more profitable crop and crone two new members were received keeper for Frederick Sabin & Co., things apart or irretrievably sepa Verbenas, and other bedding plants, in fine persons indebted to said estate are re
quested to make immediate payment, and
the ensuing y ear: President, Mrs. produced with less proportionate by letter. Preparatory service next 121 N. Second street, Philadelphia. rated. Plants must sleep, as well shape.
All orders by mail and those left with the those having legal claims to present the
Mary R. Livezey; Vice President, abor than those packed by the Saturday at 2.30 p. m. Communion He was an old schoolmate sixty as animals, and if the former has in Collegeville
PERSO NAL.
Greenlane Bakers will re same without delay to
Mrs. Mary Landes; Recording Sec cannery. Without the cannery as Easter Sunday at 10 a. m. Easter years ago when we attended school some respects rather a different ceive promptand
attention.
TEANNA KEEL, Executrix,
Miss Emma Miller has returned retary, Mrs. Martha E. Platt; Cor
Royersford H. F. D. No. 3.
market there would be but little exercises by the Sunday School at at old Port Providence, then known significance than it has in the lat
from a visit to friends in Philadel- responding Secretary, Miss Ellen
as Lumberville. He was also a ter, yet the two have also many H O R A C E R I M B Y Or her agent, Henry W. Kratz, Norris
i such crops, as no other com 7.30 p. m.
town, P a.
3-29
pbia.
Seedsman, Florist and Grower of
L. Thomas; Executive Committee, mercial outlet Is at hand for the dis
The Temperance Society will hold member of Cooper’s Battery B, 1st points of resemblance, or at least of
Vegetable Plants,
A. C. Fetterolf, of New York city Mrb. Ellen McDermott, Mrs. Mary posal of tbe character of the crops a social at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Penna. Battery, and referred to analogy.
4-12.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
n t a t e n o t ic e .
was the guest of Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Roberts, Mrs. James McGinnis, that find a ready market at the can H. U. Wismer on Thursday evening meeting me just before we made a
E state of Anna M. Kendall, late of
charge
on
the
enemy
at
Laurel
The
owner
of
a
garden
or
grounds
Mrs.
Dean,
Mrs.
Ellen
C.
Jones.
nery.
It
is
high
time
that
our
D. Fetterolf, Saturday.
Trappe, Montgomery county, deceased.
April 19, at 8 o’clock. All members Ridge, where I was severely
well
stocked
with
plants,
if
he
is
at
farmers wake up to tbe fact that and friends are invited to come and
Letters testamentary on the above estate
Mrs. Sarah Super, who has been
having been granted the undersigned, all
all observant, cannot but have been
there are other and more profitable help make the event a very pleas wounded.
T ro lley E xtenalon T h w arted .
in ill health for months past, is
persons indebted to said estate are re
charmed
with
the
bright
and
openproductions
than
those
prescribed
The new Post, G. A. R., of ,Roy
to make immediate payment, and
Efforts to secure the right of way nder the old order of things and ant one.
spending a few weeks at Atlantic
against loss by death from disease or accl- quested
those having legal claims, to present the
ersford, entertained Post 45, Phoe faced appearances of everything on dentinlhe
for a trolley road from Ambler to ealize
City.
L O W E R P R O V I D E N C E same
a
clear
morning,
especially
if
it
has
w
ithout
delay to
Wesley
Poley
is
about
to
go
the
that
the
cannery
is
an
en
Square and thence by the tering wedge in the direction of a city to fit himself to be an automo nixville, Monday night, giving the rained over night or a heavy dew is MUTUAL LIVE STOCK INSURANCE CO.
WILLIAM MoHARG, Executor,
J. O. K. Robarts, editor of the Centre
Full
amount
of
appraisement
paid
when
loss
boys
a
good
set
out.
Trappe, Pa.
Lansdale system to Norristown, more enlightened cultivation of the bile cheffeur.
lying on the plants. The cheerful occurs.
Phoenixville Messenger, was in have
*Or his attorney, E. F. Slough, Norris
been abandoned, because, soil. The output of the Collegeville
Mose the second, Rufus the first, appearance of everything may be
.
I. Z. REINER, President.
town Sunday and favored the according
town,
Pa.
4-4.
to T. A. H. Hay, head of cannery for the last season has
D. M. CA8SELBERRY, Secretary.
At the confirmation services in Lige the third, will find troublous maintained throughout the day, but
scribe with a pleasant visit.
the company which expected to fully demonstrated that its produc St. Luke’s Reformed church last tidies when he returns to Zion City. if the observer, says “ Cassel’s
Appraisers:
build, of the refusal ofseveral prop tion is fully the equal of that of any Sunday morning eighteen new mem
LANT the B est Gold Coin Need
THEO. DETWILER, Eagleville.
Popular
Science,’’lingers
long
after
Jack
Detwiler
has
taken
up
his
Potatoes—$1 Per Bnsbel.
H. H. ROBISON, Collegeville.
erty owners to grant the company other cannery in point of culinary bers were received into the com
Deafness Cannot be Cured
sundown,
and
the
dew
begins
to
The
seed from which these potatoes was
residence in Norristown.
W. E. BEAN, Trooper.
the right of way past their prop
fall, he will find the flowers closing
grown was obtained last year in Northern
By local applications, as they cannot reach erties, and the demand of several and table exellence, showing that munion of the church. Recently,
About everybody will have a their petals and preparing for that
New York a t a cost of $2 per bushel, the
the diseased portion of the ear. There is
our soil is finely adapted to produce five others were received.
price now demanded by all seedsmen. Dur
telephone placed in their dwellings repose which is necessary to plants,
only one vray to cure Deafness, and that is others for alleged exorbitant dama the most delicious canned goods
ing growth they were frequently sprayed
by con8tltututiona! remedies. Deafness is ges for the grant of the required
as
well
as
to
men
and
animals.
A
n
d
with Bordeaux mixture and are abso
that
the
world
can
produce;
and
as
caused by an Inflamed condition of the right of way past their properties.
Caught Cold While Hunting a Burglar.
lutely free from blight or ret. The Gold
an achievement for the first season
mucous lining of tbe Eustachian Tube.
it is conceded, excels all others in
Tile Coin,
Rheumatism Makes Life Miserable.
Mr. Wm. Thos. Lanorgan, provincial Con
When this tube gets inflamed you have a
is certainly no ordinary triumph;
quality.
B. F. EVES,
Is the Moon Inhabited?
rumbliog sound or imperfect hearing, and
stable at Chapiean, Ontario, says : “ I caugbt
A happy home is the most valuable pos
and
one
to
which
all
interested
may
Human
Blood
Marks.
Fircroft, Collegeville.
Stand more pressure and look nicer than
Jthcn it is entirely closed Deafness is the re
a
severe
cold
while
hunting
a
burglar
in
tbe
session that is within the reach of mankind,
Science has proven that the moon has an clay bricks, and cost less. Any color de
sult, aud unless tbe inflammation can be
A tale of horror was told by marks of hu point with pardonable pride. What
atmosphere, which makes life in some form sired. All kinds of moulding, cornice,
taken out and this tube restored to the nor man hlood in the home of J. W, Williams, a the cannery especially needs the forest swamp last fall. Hearing of Cham but you cannot enjoy its comforts if you are possible
on that satellite; but not for human and bay window bricks, standard sizes.
ANTED.
mal condition, hearing will be destroyed well known merchant of Bac, Ky. He coming season is an increased aver berlain’s Cough Remedy, I tried it, aud after suffering from rheumatism. You throw beings, who
a bard enough time on Come and see the concrete bricks made
By Chicago wholesale and mail or
forever ; nine cases out of ten are caused by writes : “ Twenty years ago I hod severe age devoted to its purpose by the using two small bottles, I was completely aside business cares when you enter your this earth of have
oure;
especially
those
who
and
tested
and
get
prices.
Concrete
blocks
der
house,
assistant manager (man or
catarrh, which is nothing but an inflamed hemorrhages of the lungs, and was near
cured.” This remedy is intended especially home and you can be relieved from those don’t know that Electric Dittera cure Head always on hand, as heretofore.
farmers,
and
with
this
encourage
woman)
for this county and adjoining
condition of the mucous surfaces. We will death when I began taking Dr. King’s New
ache, Biliousness, Malaria, Chills and Fever,
territory. Salary $20 and expenses paid
give One Hundred Dollars for any case of Discovery. It completely cured me and I ment the management will be en for coughs and colds. I t will loosen and re rheumatic pains also by applying Chamber Jaundice,
Dyspepsia, Dizziness, Torpid
weekly; expense money advanced. Work
M.
]
S
T
.
BarricLt,
Dealness (caused by catarrh) that can have remained well ever since.” It cures abled to demonstrate the canning lieve a severe cold in less time than by any lain’s Fain Balm. One application will give Liver, Kidney
pleasant; position permanent. No invest
Complaints,
General
Debility
not be cured by taking Hall’s Catarrh Cure. Hemorrhages, Chronic Coughs, Settled business can be carried on as a other treatment and is a favorite wherever you relief and its continued use for a short and Female Weaknesses. Unequalled as a 1-8.
ment
or experience required. Spare time
COLLEGEVILLE,
PA.
Send for circulars, free. V. J. CHENEY Colds and Bronchitis, and is the only known
valuable. Write a t once for full particu
Tonic and Appetizer for weak per
& On., Toledo, O.
cure for Weak Lungs. Every bottle guar financial success both to the farm its superior excellence has become known. time will bring about a permanent enre. general
lars and enclose self-addressed envelope.
and especially for tbe aged. It induces
Sold by Druggists, 75 cents.
,
anteed by Joseph W. Culbert, druggist, 50c. ers and the stockholders. The can For sale by J. W. Culbert, Collegeville, and For sale by J. W. Culbert, Collegeville, and sons
SUPERINTENDENT,
EI' TOUR P osters Printed a#
sound sleep. Fully guaranteed by Joseph
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation and $1.00. Trial bottle free.
nery is capable of packing« many M. T. Hnnsicker, Rahn Station.
M. T. Hnnsicker, Rahn Station.
3-15.
132 Lake S t., Chicago, 111.
the Independent Ofllee.
W. Culbert, druggist. Price only 50c.
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I LIG H T a n d HEAVY
HARDWARE.*

Pat’s Memory
For Faces
By A. M. DAVIE S OGDEN

Copyright, 1606, by K. A. Whitehead

Just because we advertise seasonable goods
in their season, one must not overlook the
fact that we sell

Hardware All the Year Round,
Whenever you want a lock or a hook or a
handle or a spring, or any of the thousand
"and one things classed as hardware, remem
ber this is the place to come to.
Everything in Hardware, Cut
lery and Tools.

The U.H.Benjamin Co.
PHtE!« IXVIELE, PA.
J. P. STETLER, Manager.

It looked very pleasant and homelike
in the studio when aU was finished.
The girl, a brown eyed, slender crea
ture, with masses of soft brown hair
around a small oval face, smiled con
tentedly as she surveyed the results of
three days’ labor.
A few pretty rugs were scattered
over the floor. Pictures in various
stages of completion leaned against the
wall, and on the hearth a cozy wood
fire sparkled cheerily.
Beyond was a glimpse of a tiny bed
room and a kitchenette. Miss Vandervier drew a long breath. It was what
she had been dreaming of for years,
this return to New York to a studio of
her own. Now she could show what
the hard work in Paris had done for
her; now she could prove what was In
her.
The Janitor, watching her with his
shrewd, kindly old Irish eyes, nodded
a silent approval. She would do. Pat
was father, friend and counselor to all
the eager, ambitious young hearts gath
ered under the roof of the big studio

verted constantly to that thought.
Naturally she had told him to forget
her, but equally naturally, with the
fine self confidence of her sex, she had
never believed that he would. Re
luctantly the truth now forced itself
upon her consciousness that In all her
day dreams of winning fame the re
turn of a joyful and proud Bob had al
ways been the climax.
With a determined effort Miss Van
dervier flung herself Into a chair and
tried to absorb herself in the cherished
studio, but to no avail. The thought of
that lonely, ill figure upstairs persisted
to the exclusion of everything else. He
was ill, very ill, and they were going
to take him away, and all he needed
was nursing. The girl caught un
steadily at the arms of the big chair
and half sprang to her feet. But that
other girl—could she, oh, could she?”
And then, with a -singularly sweet
and gentle expression, Miss Vandervier
arose. What matter? If he were de
lirious he would never- know, and at
least she might be of service.
Perhaps it would be unfair to accuse
Pat of “snooping.” Nothing might
have been further from his thoughts;
but, be the truth as it may, the indis
putable fact is that, when a few min
utes later the door of Miss Vandervier’s
studio opened and a slender figure flit
ted up the stairs, Pat, unobserved in
the dark hall, uttered a smothered
sound.
In breathless interest he waited.
Then came to him a light knock, a low
exclamation and then a feeble yet
thrilling Joyful cry, “Miriam, oh, Mir
iam!”
Pat, his lids suddenly wet, emitted
a long, satisfied sigh.
“Miriam, is It?” he muttered. “Mir
iam, aha!” with a sly twinkle, born of
his knowledge of woman. “Maybe I’m
not much good at names, but it’s sure
the fine eyes I have for a likeness.”
And. picking up the empty coal scut
tle, he went on down the stairs.
T li e A r k B o r n M a n .

Hundreds of the ancient gleaners of
miscellaneous curios, legends, myths
and traditions give us to understand
that Cush was born on the arki Others
claim that there was a child born on
COAL FOR AM. PURPOSES,
the sacred vessel, but that it was sac
rificed to one of the wild beasts, Noah
and Coal that is good, is the only kind we
declaring that no person should leave
have to offer. When you use cur Coal it
the ark who had not gone on hoard In
will not be found necessary to pile on shovel
the regulation manner. The weight of
ful after shovelful, or continually rake out
the evidence as it is given by the Tal
ashes. Tt is clean, free from slate, burns
mudic writers is to the effect that Cush
slowly, and gives intense heat. Can-you ex
is the person referred to by the old
pect anything better 1 Let us know your
time mystery gleaners when they
wants and we will quote you a price that
speak of the “ark born” man. The sa
will tempt you; etc.
cred books as well as the scores of
Biblical encyclopedias, handbooks- of
ancient history, etc., are silent on the
subject. In the “Saxon Chronicles” the
following occurs: “Bedwig was the son
COAL, LUMBER, FEED,
of Shem, who was the son of Noah, and
he (Bedwig) was born on the ark.”
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Herbert’s note in “Nimrod,” volume 2,
page 87. says, “Kybelc Is the ark, and
l t h e t i m e ,” e x 
as Cush was begotten in the ark his
Eight Lines of Effort Successfully Followed “ h e d o b e c aplllaini nge da lPAT.
posterity were in a peculiar sense de
By This Company.
building, and it did not take him long scended from that ship.” Although
mentally to fix the status of each new Herbert makes no direct reference to
- - - I T ———
comer. But to Miss Vandervier, for the fact of Cush being actually born in
Allows Interest on Deposits.
some reason, he vouchsafed a peculiar the ark, he speaks of him In several
attention, studying her face whenever places as “Cush, the ark bora.” The
Insures T itle to Real Estate.
unobserved with sharp intentness. He Talmudic writers discredit the Bedwig
nodded again.
Executes Trusts.
story, but declare that Cush was born
“I hope you will find it agreeable, on the day that “God’s covenant” (the
Issues Bonds o f Suretyship.
miss,” he said as he gave the fire a rainbow) first appeared.
Rents Boxes in Itnrglar - Proof rattling poke. “We are rather a nice
lot,” Judicially.
T h e B ird s a t D in n er.
Vault.
“Thank you,” responded the girl
If we notice carefully the beaks of
Loans Money on Mortgage and gratefully. It was a bit lonely—this all the birds we see, it will help us, by
much boasted independence. “Are there indicating their habits of feeding, to
Collateral.
—are there many other girls here?”
locate them in their families and thus
Pat waved the poker.
T akes Charge o f Real Estate.
lead us to their correct names. , All the
“Well, there’s Miss Delano,” he re sparrows have short, stout beaks, well
Issues Letters or Credit.
flected aloud. “She’s water, and Miss. suited to cracking open seeds and
Brown In oils, and Miss Merriton, who grain, which are their usual food. The
charcoals. All nice, quiet young ladies thrushes have a curved-bill, convenient
as you’d wish to find. But the young for holding worms and digging in the
gentlemen”—lifting eloquent hands— soil. They find most of their food on
“them’s the noisy lot! All but Mr. the ground, poking among the dead
Main ani DsKalb Sts*
Lawrence, that Is,” consideringly.
leaves and rubbish for grubs, beetles
Miss Vandervier Jumped.
and larvae. Our robins, which are true
“Mr. Lawrence?" she echoed faintly.
thrushes, do valuable spring work In
The old Irishman nodded.
the garden and lawn pulling worms
- L O T
O F “Mr. Robert Lawrence. You’ll no from the soil. Have you ever watched
doubt have been seeing his things. a robin at work? Blow he tugs and
SECOND-HAND
Some likes ’em. But, as for me, I likes pulls when the worm Is long and does
a bit of color meself,” gazing admir not come easily! There are an energy
ingly at a fragment of vivid blue Vene and a certain business air about him
tian water and sky. “But, sure, Mr. when at work which are very Interest
Lawrence ain’t troubling the paints ing. The tiny humming birds, with
much these days,” harking back to his their long, needle shaped bills, are
FO R S A L E
subject with a sigh. "But, well, well,” well equipped for securing honey from
-A T —
suddenly changing his tone, "I must be the very heart of the trumpet flowers
going. Good evening, miss. And If
and honeysuckles. They find numerous
Y O S T ’S L I V E R Y there’s anything you want don’t hesi small
Insects within the flower as well
tate
to
call
upon
old
Pat
for
it.”
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
as
honey.
But the girl had drawn near the door.
“Is—is anything the matter with Mr.
Two Gears for Farm Wagons,
Field*. Meerschaum,
Several Second-hand buggies, Lawrence?” she asked In a carefully
When Eugene Field worked In New
Indifferent voice. “I—I think I used to
ark he used to smoke a cob pipe, great
One Buggy with Pueumatic Tires,
know him In Paris.”
ly to the disgust of his employer, who
“Did
you,
now?’
The
old
man
shook
Also a New Top Buggy and a Runabout.
his head. “ ’Tls very sick I fear he Is,” was a man of taste and refinement and
he answered soberly. “I’m thinking liked his employees to observe the
that If no one comes to nurse him It’s niceties of personal appearance. Know
HENRY YOST, JR.
to the hospital he will be going. We’ve ing this, Field still smoked his cob pipe
written his family, but they must be until It fell to pieces, whereupon he
Telephone—Keystone No. 12.
away.
The doctor said that if no one bought a common two cent pipe of
D. & A. ’Phone No. 6 M
came he’d most likely be took tonight. clay and made a great display of It
around the office.
’Tls sad to hear him, miss.”
“Can’t you. find something better to
“Sad?” repeated the girl, with avert
FRANK W . SHALKOP, ed face.
smoke?” asked his employer one day In
“He do be calling all the time,” ex early December. “Tq see you with that
(Successor to John 8. Kepler,)
plained Pat. “ ‘Marlon, Marlon,’ 'tls thing In your mouth one might take
you for a workingman.”
that he’s whispering.”
"It’s the best I can afford,” said
••‘Marlon?’” faltered the girl. She
bent forward. “You are—you are sure?” Field, and every day thereafter he
made it a point to meet his patron In
she demanded tensely.
“Marion or Maude or maybe ’tls the hall puffing away at the obnoxious
TRAPPE, PA.
Mary,” returned Pat Indifferently. “I’m dudeen.
He found a handsome meerschaum
not good on remembering names. But
it must be some one he’s terrible fond pipe on his desk Christmas morning.—
of. His whole studio is filled with pic Newaxk News.
tures of one young lady, drawn every
Im m u n e t o Celda.
kind of a way. ’Twould fair surprise
"A Quakeress,” said a physician,
you. He’s sure got his eye on some
one,” a droll smile tightening the cor “never catches cold. Her immunity is
due to her bonnet. If I had my way,
ners of his mouth.
• “Well, I wish she’d come, then,” the all of us, women and men alike, would
sigh returning. “I’d have a Job for wear Quaker bonnets. This bonnet
protects the back of the head and the
I will have the assistance of Daniel Shuler, her. But good night again, miss,” rec
an undertaker of many years’ experience, ollecting himself with a start. “Here I nape of the neck, two very tender
and sLall spare no effort to meet the fullest am gossiping away when I should be spots. The nape especially Is tender.
expectations of those who will entrust me to
Let a good draft strike you there for
doing my work. And don’t trouble just
serve them.
a second find I’ll guarantee you a
your head about Mr. Lawrence. He’ll
® rW ill meet trains at all Stations. Or most likely pull through.” And with a week’s cold. The Quakeress’ bonnet
may not be beautiful, but, protecting
ders received by telephone or telegraph. 5-2
final clatter of the poker he was gone. her nape as It does, It keeps her free
But It is very easy to tell a person from colds year In and year out.”—
not to trouble. To follow such an In New York Press.
junction Is a different matter. Miss
Vandervler’s face as she turned back
R u ra iu n S u p erstitio n *.
to the flickering log wore a changed
expression. Bob Lawrence upstairs— In Russia much rain is considered a
and 111! That In all the big city of good omen. It Is believed that the
New York she should have happened downfall washes away the evil spirits,
upon the very building which sheltered who would otherwise be hovering In
Bob! What could be more unfortu the air ready to work woe to the mon
nate? This had been the first thought arch about to place his crown on his
which leaped to her mind as the old head, the bride on the point of plight
man chattered on, followed, however, ing her vows, the babe on Its way to
by the consoling reminder that they the font or whosoever might be the
hero or heroine of the moment. Fur
need not therefore necessarily meet.
And then, with a shock, the unexpect ther, the superstitious moujlk believes
edness of which set her a-quiver, had that each stream of water has Its
come the news of his Illness and de Rusalka, or good spirit, a lovely maid
HADE TO ORDER.
lirium. For a moment a cold finger en with yellow hair floating down her
Full stock of harcess supplies, saddles, seemed laid upon her heart. Bob 111 back, who spreads plenty around, but
bridles, boats, blankets for summer and and calling for another girl!
should the water fall, so that her hair
winter, stable brooms, combe, brushes, &c.
Yet why should she care? She did dries, she will die, and famine or
REPAIRING OF HARNESS a specialty!
Also choice grade cigars. Special atten- not, she told herself, with a quick toss other disaster ensue.
tion to box trade.
of the head. She had taken that chance
No R o m a n ce.
when she sent him away. He had been
W. E. JOHNSON,
He dropped her hand with a sigh of
hers first, hers utterly. A sudden vi
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PAsion of those old Paris days rose before defeat
Mutely she looked into his eyes, as
her mind when Bob had begged her to
O* KISTOWS
HERALD marry him and come home, and she, though seeking In his glance some mes
B O O K BINDERY. Binding, trying her wings and rejoicing in their sage that would convey the word she
Job Ruling, Pertorating, Paging, Number
strength, had only laughed. Give up sought.
ing, Blank Books for Banks and Business
With one slow look at her hand as It
Houses, given special attention. Magazines her work and go home? How could
lay where he had let It fall, he shook
hound and repairing done quickly and he ask It?
cheaply. Estimates cheerfully furnished.
B ut he had asked It and then gone his head slowly and said:
Address,
away, and now he was upstairs 111 and
“Give them the trick. You haven’t a
MORGAN R. WILLS, Proprietor.
calling, for another girl. Her mind re- trump.”—Puck.

W.H.GRISTOCK’S SONS

lorristown Trust Co.

Undertaker ** Embaimer

THE BEST HARNESS
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SEED GRAIN.

dinary farm and thus may bo consid
ered as especially the farmer’s sheep.
It is easily fed and when three years
old may easily be made to dress twen
ty pounds to the quarter. It is a pro
lific wool bearer. A prise ram had a
live weight of over 300 pounds, and
his fleece of that year, not quite a
year’s growth, made seventeen and a

W e itz e n k o r n s ’ C h ild re n ’s W e e k .

H e a v y G r a in s M ay B e S e le cte d W ith
a Com m on F a n n i n * M ill.

.The question arises how may a farm
er select good grain seed in a practical
manner, and the Minnesota experiment
station answers it thus: By setting an
ordinary fanning mill, as shown in the
out, or by using a coarse sieve in an
end shake mill any amount can be
taken out for seed and the rest left in
the market grain,
Screen No. 1 should be just coarse
enough to let the grain through, it is

[S e p a ra tin g seed g ra in .]

used simply to run off sticks and straw.
Board No. 2 carries the grain back
ward in the mill, so as to let it drop
through the blast at one place. The
light kernels are blown past the end of
screen No. 3, the heavier kernels fall
on screen No. 3. Board No. 2 may be
moved forward or backward to throw
a large or small per cent of grain on
screen No. 8, as desired. Screen No. 3
should be coarse enough to let the
small kernels through on to screen No.
4. It is adjustable as to slant and may
be moved forward or backward to reg
ulate the amount of grain it will catch.
Screen N'o. 4 is fine enough to carry
nearly all of the grain over into market
grain. Any side shake mill may be
fixed up in this way. Separation by
weight cannot be made with the end
shake mills, but the large kernels can
be separated from the small ones in
any proportion desired simply by using
coarse or fine screens in the lower part
of the mill. The average farm fanning
mill will handle at this kind of work
about forty bushels an hour.

quarter pounds. An excellent charac
teristic Is that It Improves the com
mon sheep when bred to It by reason
of Its solidity of form and Its strong
natural vitality. This latter quality
tends to the acquisition by the progeny
of a pure bred ram of the special points
of the-breed, so that a half bred Is very
little inferior and often not at all to
the ram itself.
It is most commonly used by the
range shepherds for the production of
lambs and market sheep.
This breed used to have a dark face,
but of late this peculiarity has been
lost to a considerable degree. The Il
lustration shows a model Shropshire
of the modern type, in which only the
dark face has been lost, but the dark
legs remain to some extent.
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No- 1. Children's Week Special Suits, $3.50. Two Pair Pants. We know you have
ueverseen a prettier lot of patterns in all Wool Cheviots than these five dollar, double breasted “ Dudley”
Suits, selling to-day at three fifty ; with belt, two pair of trousers, one plain, other knickerbocker style.
Cnte Little Russian Suits in blue serge and fancy gray, plaid cheviots, beautifully trimmed,
sizes 2 1-2 to 7 years. To-day $3.50.
(
No. 2. Children’s Week Special Saits, $3.50. Beautiful collection of these popular price
Russian Blouse Suits for boys, 2 1-2 to 6 years. Gun metal greys aud blue tricot cloth, handsomely
trimmed with silk soutach. Pants are bloomer style. Double Breasted Saits, all wool Scotch
tweed, mixed cheviot suits that will stand bard service. Pants all reinforced seams. Prices to-day $2.50.
No. 3. Children’s Week Special Saits, $3.08. Handsomely trimmed Blouse Suits in blue
serges aDd fancy cheviots, etou and sailor collars, trimmed with silk soutach, anchor on sleeve. Bloomer
pants, full lined and taped seams. Boys’ and Girls’ Top Coats. Three-quarter length Top Coats
for Boys and Girls. Tan covert cloth. Ensign on sleeve. Four dollar Coats at $2.98.
No. 4. Children’s Week Special Saits, $4.00. The newest silver grey, overplaid, worsted
two piece, double-breasted Suits for Boys, 7 to 16 years ; also two pair of pants suits in this lot. Hand
some style«. Five dollar values at $4.00. Blood Red Top Coats for Little Boys and Girls, 2)4 to 7
years of age. White lined, silk chevron on sleeve'. Brass button, $5 coat, to-day at $4.00.
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. An Item of news of importance to
timber land owners is the announce
ment that a California lumber com
pany,Jwhlch applied a plan of fire pro
tection to a single township during the
summer of 1905, is now preparing to
extend the same protection to the rest
of its large holdings of cut over land.
It built fire lines and inaugurated a
patrol system to guard the young
growth. A significant point in connec
tion with this use of a fire protection
system by a private owner is the fact
that it means the recognition of the
future value of young timber.
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N EW A N D G R E A T E R S T O R E ,
No Car Fare Paid.
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G r e a t V a r ie ty o f M a te r ia ls
B een Used F o r M oney.

Whea you have occasion to introduce
any Plumbing Fixtures, or to have your
home heated with steam or hot water, you
want only the most skillful mechanics to
plan and execute the work.

“ It’s Just Like This F
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m
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Look Into Our Window.

Plumbing Fixtures, or a Heating
Apparatus, are not put in for a day. Under
proper conditions they last for generations.

“ It’s Just Like This I”
We are prepared to submit plans and install the latest style
Plumbing Fixtures, or the most efficient Steam or Hot Water
Heating Apparatus, at the lowest price consistent with good
material and workmanship.

“ It’s Just Like This!”
When you find it necessary to have any repairs made, send
us your orders. We will not keep you waiting, nor will we put
you to any avoidable inconvenience.

GEO. F. CLAMER,
C O LLE G E V ILL E , PA,

i-i2 .

I am prepared to promptly furnish
and erect STEAM AND HOT WATER
HEATERS and to do all kinds of re- ,
i pairing, as to heaters and steam fixtures.
Send for description of “ Charmer” and
“Imperial” Steam Heaters. These are
among the very best on the market,
and sure to give satisfaction.

; ALL KINDS of PUMPS
furnished, or repaired. Wind Mills
1supplied and erected.
, Good workmanship guaranteed.
A share of the patronage of the pubfj lie respectfully solicited.
0

* H. BOLTON,

- FURNITURE 8PRING

THE FARMER'S SHEEP.

We promptly obtain U. S. and Foreign

IS COMING—THE TIME FOR

MAKING CHANGES IN YOUR
HOU8EFURNISHINGS.
The first thing to decide, is :
“ Where w ill I purchase
Before making your choice, it will be to
your advantage to call and examine stock
and secure prices at

| C O M PO U N D COUGH S Y R U P

The Collegeville Furniture Store
Where it is always a pleasure to SliOW
GOODS.

W IL L STOP T H A T COUGH.

\ Our Tooth Powder

A FULL LINE of all grades of

Will whiten aud clean the teeth and keep the gums in a
healthy condition.

£

Will remove that corn you are troubled with.

Furniture and Housefurn
ishing Goods in Stock.

I

C U L B E R T ’S D R U G ST O R E ,

Carpets, Mattings, Oil Cloths and Linoleums.

L

• Our Corn Cure

Picture Frames made to order.

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

Carpets cleaned and relayed.
Repairing and upholstering attended to
promptly.

OO I

A Very Important Matter
For JFA’BtWKRIS to know is where to get the BEST C-HOPPIRiO done and
where to get a full line of the B E S T F E E D , such as Wheat Bran, Corn Bran, No.
1 Sugar Feed, Linseed Meal, Oats, Cracked Corn^ Oats Feed for plenty milk, etc.,
etc., at the Lowest Cash Prices.
You will find it at

Clamor’s Collegeville Grist Mills,

m FURNISHING El

Lately remodeled and pot in fine shape for business. Come and inspect. We will be
glad to see you, and supply your wants at short notice.

Undertaker <* Embaimer

Respectfully,

F J. CLAMER.

Orders entrusted to my charge will receive
the most careful and painstaking attention

Joh n Ii. B ech tel,

EMIL KLAU3FELDER, Manager.

C O L L E G E V IL L E , PA .
’P hone No. 18.

OOI

T H E OLD S T A N D
# * #

I pay about $1.00 per head more, in cash,
for first-class cattle or horses delivered to
my place, than anybody else.
I pay for. stock when I get two head or
more at the same time and place
B y Both 'phones—United, 629 ; Bell, 11-L.

f

COLLEGEVILLE, PA. |

!0 3

T h e P leasin g; G ard en .

If yon have a garden it carries with
it the satisfaction of going out early In
May and gathering radishes, lettuce,
young onions and spinach. A few
weeks later early peas and beets are
there for the taking. By the Fourth
of July early potatoes, sweet and nut
ty, after a fashion never found in any
store, can be dug. In succession fol
low snap beans, crisp cucumbers, to
matoes, corn that is sweet in some
thing more than name and muskmelons, fragrant, melting, delicious.

2

“It’s Just Like This!”

COIN CURIOSITIES.

Among the early Roman copper coins
The results of our eight years of ex was one that weighed nine and oneperiments at the Missouri Agricultural half ounces and must have proved in
college with several hundred head of convenient small change for the Ro
cattle of all ages from calves to two man matron when she went shop
and a half year old steers, fed under ping. China of all countries, ancient
all conditions from merely being win and modem, exhibits the greatest vari
tered to full fed, show that a bushel of ety in the matter of coins. The earli
com at 80 cents Is worth 36 cents when est money on record, about 2000 B. C.,
fed with the best quality of timothy consisted of shells and cowries. The
hay, millet or sorghum and 40 cents cowry was used for small change,
when fed with clover, alfalfa or cow- while tortoise shell and purple cypraea
peas. This is due to the fact that the shells, the latter ranging in size from a
latter plants supply a very important few inches to a foot and a half in
ingredient in which corn is deficient. length, represented money of a higher
Hay made from timothy, millet or value. A decrease in the supply of
sorghum Is more deficient in this ele shells and Increasing prosperity called
ment than corn and makes the ration for a more handy medium of exchange,
even more one sided or unbalanced. and cash, the coin with a square hole
There Is no single way in which the In the center, came into existence and
in use to this day.
farmers of Missouri can so readily Im remains
Among
the earlier Chinese coins was
prove the quality of their soil and in one of porcelain
about three-quarters
crease their Income as by devoting of an inch in diameter
and a quarter
larger areas to clover, cowpeas or al of an inch thick, bearing
the legend
falfa and making a larger use of these “Eternal Prosperity.” A very
curious
crops In the ordinary cattle feeding knife money was at one time used
in
operations.—Dean Waters.
thg state of Tsi. It was of copper
shaped like a bill hook, about seven
P e r e n n ia l C e le r y ?
inches long and fitted at the end with
The story of the perennial celery a ring. During periods of metal scar
which a Mr. Bolton of Canada has just city In China iron, lead, tin, baked
sold to a Michigtin nursery firm and earth, grain, silk and shells have been
which will be offered to the public at nsed as a circulating medium.
not less than a dollar a plant sounds
In Japan an iron coinage, begun
exactly as if It had originated in the about 1636, has existed up to the pres
Imagination of a city reporter hungry ent day. A curious coin made of a
for news. This celery is claimed to be mixture of silver and copper was long
a true perennial, having round and uni In use In Japan. It varied In size from
formly crisp stalks which do not ru st a small pea to a large bean. Lead
Of course “it will revolutionize celery coins were also used there for five cen
culture.” We cannot claim that this turies. Glass was employed as a sub
story must necessarily be untrue, but stance for coin for many centuries in
It looks like a fake, and for the present Egypt, while wooden money Is men
I shall put my reliance on the present tioned in many of the Buddhistic writ
forms of celery in cultivation, especial ings.
______________
ly the Golden Self Blanching for early
O
ur W a y In L ife .
and Giant Pascal and Winter Queen
It does not take much to determine
for late.—T. Greiner in Farm and Fire
the lives of most of us. We naturally
side.
follow the examples about us, aud, as
A F e n c e A rr a n g e m e n t,
a rule, we rise or fall according to the
There is perhaps nothing very novel strongest current In which we live.—
about the arrangement sketched, hut, Success Magazine.
as an Iowa farmer says, It does the
business. It will admit a man with a
basket on his shoulder and at the same
time will not let a hog pass through.
I am fully equipped at my New
The angle form
Location, Ridge Pike, one-third i
ed by the two
#
mile South of Perki men Bridge, ns
wings of fence
to serve my old patrons and inIs so acute that
vite new ones to give me a trial
a hog cannot
All work guaranteed.
p a s s through
Carriages and Business
unless It is a
Wagons Built (o Order
very small one.
at Right Prices.
If the hogs in
the feed lot are
Now ready for Spr’ng Painting
and Varnishing. Rubber Tiring
small a board a
done in the shop. Horseshoeing
foot high is put
TURNSTILE,
and
General Repairing. Key- tone
at theDottom, and no shoat can jump
'm m
’Phone.
•in*
over and turn the angle at the same
R. H. GRATER,
time. No more ,room than will admit
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
the body of the feeder will be neces
sary.

The Shropshire sheep is unquestiona
bly the most popular of all the breeds
if we may judge by the comparative
numbers shown at the various exhibi
tions and equally by the flocks seen on
the farms as one passes along the roads
in such localities as sheep are usually
kept. Practically it is the farmer’s
sheep, says Henry Stewart in Country
Gentleman, and the following are some
of the reasons for his opinions:
The Shropshire has an excellent repu
tation as a prime mutton sheep, espe
cially for its most desirable lambs for
the Easter and Christmas market. Its
home Is In the best part of England,
where agriculture is most highly de
veloped, aud it stands at the head of
that class of sheep commonly called
the Downs breeds.
Its qualifications as a farm sheep
are various. It is hardy and prolific.
One flock in England has been trained
to produce two sets of lambs every
year, so that the flock as to its original
number reaiiy doubles annually, and
as this sheep is very precocious, and if
well cared for may be bred as lambs
the second year and Increase in this
same proportion, the flock is proportion
ately more profitable than one in which
the lambs are only singles. The sheep
of this breed are easily disciplined
and are rarely troublesome on any or

Z

F u tu r e V a lu e o f Y o u n g T im b er.

Corn W ith L e g u m e H ny.

P o p u la r ity a n d E x c e lle n t Q u a litie s o f
th e S h ro p sh ire.

TOP COATS.

This week we inaugurate our Annual Opening of Children’s Suits and Top
Coats; cut and tailored with all the regard for smart fashion that’s given to garments
for little fellows and their big brothers. A wonderfully large selection of Russian
Sailor, Norfolk and Double Breasted Suits have been moderately priced for this SPECIAL
W EVENT THIS WEEK.
SHROPSHIRE OF MODERN TYPE.

SIDE SHAKE MILL.

AND

S U IT S

Established •

1875.

Dead Animals Removed
FREE OF CHARGE.

NO M A T T E R
W hat You May Have to Sell, Plant an

Choice Bread

Advertisement in

AND

G eo. W . S ch w eik er,
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA.

PATENTS
Send model, sketch or photo ofinvention for^
f free report on patentability.
.tentability. For free
frei hook, I
: Howto Secure1
— write <
: Patents and
to

TRADE-MARKS

Cakes

T H E IN D E P E N D E N T
AND YOU W ILL HEAR OF A BUYER.

Remem

IN VARIETY.
Full assortment of Cakes and Confection
ery always on hand. Ice Cream and Water
Ices. Special attention given to supplying
Weddings and Parties.

JOHN H. CUSTER,

ber, also, that NEAT JOB WORK OF ALL KINDS
22ju.

COLLEGEVILLE, PA-

is executed at the office of THE INDEPENDENT at
opposite U. S. Patent urne
WASHINGTON D. O.

reasonable prices.

When in Norristown, Pa..
If you are not a subscriber, have your name added

BO Y E A R S ’
E X P E R IE N C E

to the INDEPENDENT’S list jjf readers.

It gives all

the local news, much other good reading matter, and
T rade M arks
D es ig n s
C o p yr ig h ts & c.

Anyone sending a sketch and description may
quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
invention is probably patentable. Communica
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents
sent free. Oldest agency for securingpatents.
Patents taken through Munn & C
special notice, without charge, in the

Scientific American.

A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cir
culation of any scientific journal. Terms, $3 a
year; four months, $1. Sold by all newsdealers.

MBranch
UNNOffice,
&Co631
.36F,BSt*
r#aWashington,
iwa*’NewD.Yo
rk
0*

independent editorial views on many questions of public

STOP AT THE

R A M B O H O U SE ,
(Opposite Court House).

---- 0O0---First-class Accommodations for Han
and Beast.

interest.

Fifty-two copies for $1.00.

Stabling for 100 horses. Rates reasonable.
Both English and German spoken.
-----oOo-----

P. K. Gable, Proprietor..

